COMMUNITY SERVICES COMMITTEE
Thursday, February 24, 2011
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

9:30 am

AGENDA
1.

Adoption of the Agenda

PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
2.

Soundwerks - Regarding baffling for sound at Gibsons & Area Community Centre

COMMUNICATIONS
3.

Gibsons/Elphinstone Community School - 2010 Annual Report - Grant-In-Aid

4.

Roberts Creek Community School - 2010 Annual Report - Grant-In-Aid
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Chatelech/Sechelt Community School - 2010 Annual Report - Grant-in-Aid

6.

Halfmoon Bay Community School - 2010 Annual Report - Grant-In-Aid

7.

Pender Harbour Community School - 2010 Annual Report - Grant-In-Aid

8.

Pender Harbour Community School Society - Report on Recreation Delivery

ANNEX A
pp 1-4
ANNEX B
pp 5-6
ANNEX C
pp 7-9
ANNEX D
pp 10-18
ANNEX E
pp 19-22
ANNEX F
pp 23-26

REPORTS
9.

Recreation Services Manager - Recreation Programs Outside Recreation
Facilities - 670

ANNEX G
pp 27-34

10.

Parks Services Manager - Accounting Suncoaster Trail

ANNEX H
pp 35-45

11.

Parks Services Manager - Planning for Suncoaster Trail

ANNEX I
pp 46

12.

Recreation Services Manager - Recreation Capital Funding Options

ANNEX J
pp 47-50

13.

Recreation Services Manager - Recreation Facilities Repairs

ANNEX K
pp 51-56

14.

General Manager of Community Services - 615-621 Comparison to
Referendum

ANNEX L
pp 57

15.

General Manager of Community Services - Recreation Facilities Five Year Tax
History

ANNEX M
pp 58-60
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16.

General Manager of Community Services & Parks Services Manager - Options
for Parks and Recreation Master Plan

ANNEX N
pp 61-64

17.

Parks Services Manager - Shirley Macey Park Drainage

ANNEX O
pp 65-68

18.

Parks Services Manager - Hall Revenues and Expenses

ANNEX P
pp 69

19.

Parks Services Manager - Parks Master Plan Trail Funding

ANNEX Q
pp 70-71

20.

Parks Services Manager - Bicycle Walking Paths 665 - Referral from R2
Budget Meeting

ANNEX R
pp 72-74

21.

Parks Services Manager - Joint Use 630 - Referral from R2 Budget Meeting

ANNEX S
pp 75-77

22.

Parks Services Manager - Unallocated Parks Master Plan Borrowed Funds

ANNEX T
pp 78-80

23.

Parks & Recreation Monthly Report

ANNEX U
pp 81-97

24.

Parks Planning Coordinator - Update on Invasive Plant Species Project

ANNEX V
pp 98-101

RECESS

12:00 Noon

RECONVENE

1:30 PM

REPORTS
1.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - 2010 Year End Statistics - Animal
Control

ANNEX W
pp 102-105

2.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Notes from BEN Workshop of
February 3, 2011

ANNEX X
pp 106-112

3.

Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee minutes of January
26, 2010 - receipt and adoption of recommendation

4.

General Manager of Community Services - Additional Economic Development
Information

5.

Planning & Development Division - filling of Planning Technician vacancy

ANNEX Y
pp 113-116
ANNEX Z
pp 117-119
Verbal
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Items moved to March 17, 2010 Community Services Committee
Correspondence:
• District of Sechelt - Towns for Tomorrow Sechelt Aquatic Facility
• UBCM - Community School Connections - Grant for Heritage Centre Project at Madeira Park
Community School
• Heart and Stroke Foundation - Smoke Free Outdoor Public Places
• UBCM - Member Release - RCMP Contract Renewal
Reports:
• Community Garden - Discussion
• Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee minutes of January 17, 2011
• Parks Planning Coordinator- Update on Invasive Plant Species Project
• Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Building Division Statistics January 2011
• Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - 2010 Year End Statistics - Bylaw
• Roberts Creek Volunteer Fire Department 2010 Annual Report
• Gibsons and District Volunteer Fire Department 2010 Annual Report
• Sunshine Coast Emergency Program 2010 Annual Report
Item moved to March 3, 2010 Corporate and Administrative Services Committee
• Community Services Society - 2010 Annual Report - Outreach Worker

Gibsons Landing Community Society Box 548-783 School Rd Gibsons BC V0N 1V0

"A"

(604) 886-2621 (604) 886-2306 (fax)

“Connecting Schools& families”

Gibsons and Elphinstone
Community School

2010 -Youth Drop In Programs
The goals of the activities for youth under this program are to provide youth with various
opportunities to plan and participate in healthy drop in activities. Programs are developed to build
capacity in youth and nurture their abilities, emotionally, creatively, academically, and physically.
Youth drop programs strive to support, create and offer leadership opportunities to youth and work at
facilitating connections between youth and outside resources such as the Youth Outreach Program.
Gibsons Youth Centre
Gibsons Landing Community Society is in a partnership with the SCRD and oversees the operations of the
Gibsons Youth Centre. The Community School oversees staffing support, staff meetings, training, professional
development planning, staff scheduling, human resource management and youth project development.
The popular program is open five days a week, draws in youth age thirteen to eighteen and on average
25 youth will attend Friday night programming. The Youth Centre provides a fun supervised, drug
and alcohol free environment and that provides activities and recreational opportunities for youth, as
well as offering support and resource information. Through out 2010 there were 3893 youth visits to
the centre.
In addition to assisting in regular youth centre operations GECS strives to support
youth and create and fund additional programming at the youth centre.
Creative Cooking
There is a portion of youth who come to the centre and frequently say that they have eaten little or
nothing all day, often because there is not enough food for them at home. The Youth Centre saw a
need and created Creative Cooking on Fridays to try to address the hunger issue at the centre. The
youth began cooperatively creating meals with funds for food being provided by GECS as well as funds
from the Chatelech Sechelt/Breakfast for Kids Program.
On Fridays a meal plan is developed, the youth then accompany the youth worker shopping and once
back at the centre they proceed to cook a meal together. The program feeds 18-25 youth each Friday
night. The Creative Cooking program began running in May 2010 and has continued to be a popular
program. It has helped to create; cooking skills in youth, team building opportunities, and an
introduction to healthier foods.
Town Youth Participation Strategies (TYPS)
In March 2010 GECS assisted in funding a staff member from the Gibsons Youth Centre to
accompany a local youth to the TYPS conference in Ottawa. Youth and youth workers from across
Canada gathered to share experiences, learn skills, and adopt and implement creative ideas into their
youth centres. Youth workers were provided workshops that focused on youth crime prevention while
the youth explored workshops that promoted healthy lifestyles choices and developed leadership
skills in youth.
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“ I think this is an important program to support for
future youth because there is always something new
and helpful to learn, ideas to share ,people to meet
andfriends to make, I really hope that other youth
from Gibsons will have the same opportunity that I
did. It was interesting, educational, and entertaining.”
Youth that attended the conference

Music ProgramSteve Wright is a local musician and artist who presented a series of sound workshops for youth 13-18
yrs old. It created an opportunity for youth to explore making music with different forms of sound in
a playful and supportive environment. Youth were introduced to manipulating unconventional items
to create sound. The youth were provided lots of free form play time, discovering by themselves all the
parameters of what each instrument could do. They then recorded and used that material to mix and
build soundscapes. The youth were given pointers on turntable scratching, they had an opportunity to
explore circuit bending and learned how to build one themselves. As new youth joined into the
workshops, more experienced participants were given leadership roles and encouraged to guide
others. Fifteen youth participated.
Elphinstone Secondary Homework Club
GECS provides funding for the Homework Club at Elphinstone Secondary. A qualified programmer
provides after school math and science tutoring four days a week. The program is free to all youth
regardless of their financial background, making it accessible to those might otherwise fall between
the cracks.
“I know that the club is well attended and that many students and teachers value it. If it were
to disappear due to funding it would be a blow to the academic culture here at Elphinstone.”
Elphinstone Secondary Teacher

On average ten students a day attend the Homework Club, the numbers substantially increase closer
to exams.
Plans for 2011
The Community School would like to continue to provide similar type of drop-in programs as we have
done in the past. In addition we would like to create new programming like the Gibsons Skate Park
Mentorship Program.
Gibsons Skate Park Mentorship Program
Youth will be directly involved in the planning and development of the Gibsons Skate Park
Mentorship Program. The mentorship program will train and provide opportunities for youth to
develop the skills and leadership required to monitor themselves and to build a healthy, fun, skate
park culture. Fun public events will be organized at the skate park these events will encourage family
participation safety and contribute to the community as a whole.
The Gibsons Elphinstone Community School would like to be considered again for funding this year
by the Regional Board. Thank you for your consideration.
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Gibsons Landing Community Society
Gibsons and Elphinstone Community School
Budget for the period January 1 to December 31 2011
SCRD Grant of Assistance
Revenues:
Grant - SCRD

$ 10,000.00
$ 10,000.00

Total Revenue
Expenses:
Skateboard Mentorship Program
Esplen Accounting Services - Youth Centre portion
GECS Coordinator Wages - Youth Centre portion
Elphinstone Homework Club (1/2 wages)

$ 3,500.00
$
662.50
$ 3,000.00
$ 2,741.00
$ 9,903.50

Total Expenses

Unspent Funds

$
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96.50

Gibsons Landing Community Society
Gibsons and Elphinstone Community School
Actuals for the period January 1 to December 31 2010
SCRD Grant of Assistance
Revenues:
Grant - SCRD

$ 10,000.00
$ 10,000.00

Total Revenue
Expenses:
TYPS Conference
Esplen Accounting Services - Youth Centre portion
GECS Coordinator Wages Youth Centre portion
Music Workshop (Steve Wright)
Elphinstone Homework Club (1/2 wages)
Creative Cooking - Youth Centre
Outtrip Lifeguard

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,974.00
662.50
3,000.00
1,200.00
2,741.00
340.00
75.00
$ 9,992.50

Total Expenses

Unspent Funds

$
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7.50
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Roberts Creek Community School NIGHTS ALIVE Youth drop in programme.
2010-2011
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The programme is now in its eleventh year.
Every Friday night, 7:00 – 10:30 pm except for summer and holidays.
The location is the Roberts Creek Community School Gym and Community Use Room.
Average of 20 - 30 youth per Friday night.
Youth from Halfmoon Bay to Langdale attend the programme.
Age range 13 – 18.
Average age 15.
The programme is drop in – open door policy.
It’s free.
There are two paid staff and two – two regular volunteers.
Activities provided include.
Music
Gym games
Clothing swap
Art and crafts
Discussion groups
Movies
Magazine production
Cooking
Youth participate in the program design and the activities.
There is free, wholesome food available every Friday. Staff and youth work together to make the
food.
Policies and procedures for the programme are in place.
The staff receive annual upgrade for their first aid and conflict resolution training.
An incident record book is kept on site. All incidents are documented.
There is an information table with pamphlets about safe sex, effects of alcohol and other drugs (harm
reduction model) and condoms.
Youth participate in the creation of regular newsletter called ‘The Loud Voice’.
The Sunshine Coast Youth Outreach team drops by often to connect with the youth.

Benefits of the programme for the community:
•
•
•

Programme serves the whole region not just Roberts Creek.
It’s a place where kids feel safe and welcome.
The programme leverages the work of the S.C. youth outreach team – it is a venue where the youth
outreach workers can connect with youth that need support.
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Roberts Creek Community School Nights Alive Youth Drop In Program
Draft budget for 2011-2012
Statement of Rev & expenses 2010 - 2011
Revenue:
Sunshine Coast Regional District:
Roberts Creek Community School:

10,000
1,746
11,746

Expenses:
Wages & MERCS
Advertising and promotion
Materials and supplies:
Staff training: 1st Aid, crisis response.
Facility Use, Coordination and Administration:
(In Kind from RC Community School)

2,500

Total:

$11,746

7,746
310
790
400
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REPORT on YOUTH PROGRAMS 2010/11
This year has continued to be an exciting and successful year for youth programs in the Sechelt area. The
biggest new work has been the establishment of the BEANSTALC. Standing for Business and
Entrepreneurial Advisory Network & Sechelt Teen Activity and Learning Centre, the use of the space is
designed for youth and young adult business and meeting space by day and a more youthful ‘hang out’ in
the after school hours. In July 2010, we were able to take over a space being vacated by the Community
Resource Centre. Given that this was the space that youth programs had been running for the past several
years, it seemed like the perfect place to establish a youth space.
After hosting a very successful open house following the Canada Day Parade, the community (all
ages) was invited in for their input. Individuals were asked to write their ideas in chalk on the walls. The
space was filled with ideas from programming to space; hours to decor. A soft launch was held over the
summer months to generate natural interest and gauge youth user interest. A natural mingling of youth in
afternoon and evening hours allowed us to better program events.
Our youth leadership council, the TITANS (Teens Interested in Taking Action now for Sechelt),
began in the 2004/05 year to dream of a youth centre in Sechelt. They were keen to spend afternoons
sanding, taping and painting the space to update its previous pink walls to somewhere that youth would
feel energetic and welcome.
What continues to be exciting about the Sechelt youth programs is the attendance diversity. Socioeconomic status, Race, Religion, Gender, and social grouping barriers are removed and everyone is
welcomed into a respectful space. The space and programs also serve as an important and safe venue for
youth who aren’t safe or comfortable at home.
The TITANS have also continued their semi annual team building retreats. Fundraised and paid for
by each participant (including subsidising those with limited resources), the events are a chance for the
council to respect and recognize their own and their peers skills. In August we embarked on a surfing and
camping adventure, where survival, communication and leadership skills were discovered. For their winter
outing we held our own mini Olympics at Big White. Bringing master skiers for support, this was a great
chance for the youth to get some fresh air and exercise in their school break. For many, planning,
fundraising and networking skills were realized for the first time.
A new addition to programs this year was seen in school based time. Offering lunch time drop ins is
an excellent way to connect with a younger group of youth. We also shifted the after school peer tutoring
sessions from the BEANSTALC to a classroom in Chatelech. This decision was made with the hope of
serving more students as they didn’t have the transition time between spaces. As always, the tutoring
sessions are scheduled around higher stress times where we saw natural interest in extra homework help.
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Exams, special projects and mid-terms are the considerations. This helps to ensure that the programmer’s
hours are used effectively.
Friday Nights youth drop ins have continued this year as well. Remaining especially popular in the
summers, the evening is still based around social interaction and arts and activity. In the summer, we like
to “take the show on the road”. Popular nights include capture the flag, playground hopping, mudding and
s’more parties.
Events, services and resources are promoted through Face book groups and pages and through
texting, which has proven to be one of the most effective methods of communication for youth. If there
are 6 or 8 youth at a drop in, and they are having fun, the number can quickly grow to 15 or 20 with a few
quick text messages.
Youth Outreach Workers continue to be an exceptional support for the programs. They have
expertise in both identifying and providing options to problems of youth in the community that may
otherwise go unnoticed. Their presence is always appreciated.
As we have now moved into a place of having our own space there are two challenges. The first is
creating a more exciting and appealing space with things like computers, gaming systems and a big screen
TV which are some of the major attractors to the Gibsons space. This is a minor issue that can be solved
with some youth driven fundraising and community support.
The second is more serious. This program is unique in that there is one staff person with only ten
hours a week. Because of this we rely on Outreach to be our back up and there are no additional members
of the team to encourage youth out and about on a Friday night to join in activities at BEANSTALC. We
have been successful over the years with creating engaging programs. However, it is clear that the added
staff support at the Gibsons Youth Centre enables more varied activities to be programmed such as a
talent show, rock band jams, funded ice skating sessions, a snow shoe trip to Dakota Ridge, cooking and
yoga classes as well as offering simultaneous programming at the Elphinstone gym on a Friday night.
We will need to find support for additional staffing in order to realize the full potential of a space
for youth in Sechelt. Only staff precludes us offering an after school program similar to Gibsons Youth
Centre. While some of that staffing could be done by volunteers, those people are not recruited, trained,
scheduled and supervised without staff support.
Going forward into 2011, there are many exiting projects on the horizon. The TITANS group will be
working with a community project (provincially funded) known as Organizing Against Racism and Hate.
The TITAN’s have plans to further expand their Friday night drop in programs, as well as focus on
interactive community projects. We also intend to meet the demand for more special events, including St.
Patrick’s Day, Easter scavenger hunts and long weekend outdoor adventures.
This past year we had 723 sign ins to the programs. This means that 723 times, youth in Sechelt were
participating in healthy social activity, connecting with peers and enjoying this community.
We look forward to the exciting new projects that the 2011 year brings and thank the SCRD for their
support in the success of these programs.
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For your information, only half of the facility expenses have been attributed to youth programs. One of the
other uses of this new space will be a home for the Youth Outreach Program. While that program is
primarily out and about, a space that the team can consider theirs to use when they are in Sechelt will
benefit that program. The small meeting room also offers a non public and confidential space to meet
with a youth, perhaps a better alternative than McDonalds or Starbucks on occasion. There will also be
snacks and beverages available which might reduce the food budget strain on the Outreach program.
It is the hoped that we can develop a young adult entrepreneurship centre as a significant use of the space
during the daytime hours to generate some income to help defray facility costs.
All of these efforts to create a space for youth and young adults to come together for their interests and
needs, and perhaps to contribute to their community, are part of the change that must happen if Sechelt is
to be something other than a retirement community.

Thank you for your ongoing support!

SCRD BUDGET ALLOCATION FOR 2010/2011
Friday Night Drop in Activity Programs

$4000

Sechelt Youth Action Council (TITANS)

$3000

Homework Club Drop In

$1200

Lunch hour program

$1500

Training

$ 300
$10,000

CSCS contribution
Program Supplies

$1200

Facility Rental

$7716 (1/2 of $15,432)

Telephone, internet

$720 (1/2 of $1440)

Administration and Coordination

$2400

Insurance

$ 500
$12,536

TOTAL YOUTH PROGRAMS BUDGET

$22,536
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"D"
February 11, 2011
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Community Services Committee
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A0
Thank you once again for the opportunity to report our activities of the past year
regarding the funds forwarded to our organization to promote the use of restorative
practices in our district. As in the past the $10,000.00 received have been split between
coordinator time (HMB Community School Coordinator) and district wide training and
program implementation. This report will cover the period from March 2010 through
projected costs and activities of June this year.
Each year the funds are used to build on strengths of previous years and training is
supported in schools who have expressed interest and commitment to using a
restorative approach. Last April, with the support of the Community Program`s
Coordinator Elin Mackinnon, a full school training was funded at Pender Harbour
Secondary. Bruce Schenk from the International Institute for Restorative Practices
provided a two day staff training as well as a third day with students, and an evening
parent meeting during the three days he was on the coast. Staff training was open to
school and program facilitators coast wide. Details of outcomes of the training are
included in the school program report included in your package.
This fall your funding was used to bring Provincial Trainer Sharon Blaker, E Division
RCMP to the coast to support both our school and community program facilitators.
During her time here Sharon was able to meet with local RCMP, community members,
staff and volunteers. Sharon has a wealth of knowledge about Restorative Justice and
program development and her expertise was much appreciated.
Funding has also been used to support two new volunteers who were able to take the
three day facilitator training offered on the lower mainland this fall. One hundred dollars
was used to help with travel and registration costs for their training.
Finally, a large portion of your funding for this year has been earmarked to do direct
teaching with students at Chatelech Secondary. For some time now we have been
aware of the need for a proactive approach with students on restorative principles. As
administration was open and supportive, Elin MacKinnon, the School Program
Coordinator for the Community Justice Program and I met to discuss implementation of
a girls circle program and use of mock circles in the classroom as a teaching tool. At
present 5 mock circles have been done at a variety of grade levels with good success.
The Girls Circle program has begun and will continue until April this year. Details of this
program are attached.

1/2
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In addition to the above training, funds have been used to purchase and distribute
resources and videos to community members, SCRD Parks and Recreation staff, and
parents.
We continue to have a strong working relationship with the Community Justice Program
of the Sunshine Coast. A great deal of my time is spent directly working with the
coordinators and board. Elin MacKinnon continues to work with the school program
funded by SD#46, and Heather Munro oversees RCMP referrals. Working together with
training, resources, and program direction works well for both organizations. We are
very fortunate to have such expertise on the coast, working with Elin and Heather is
quite a privilege. During non work hours I volunteer several hours a month with the
Community Program as a facilitator, board member, and treasurer and I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support of this most important nonprofit organization.
Attached is a full reporting of the funds forwarded us this past year as well as; an
Overview of the School Program this past year; Girls Circle Program Information; and
the Restorative Practices Framework outlined by Bruce Schenk.
We thank you for your continued support and respectfully request funding for the
2011/2012 school year in the amount of $10,000.00.
Yours Truly,
Sue Lamb
Halfmoon Bay Community School Association

2/2
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SCRD Grant to HMBCS Association for Restorative and Restitution Initiatives:

Expenses March to June 2010
Bruce Scheck – flights
Volunteer Appreciation
Resources – Webinar Responding to Bullying
Photocopying
International Institute of Restorative Practices

$194.50
$44.79
$40.00
$100.00
$3,987.27

Total

$4,366.56

(Please note HMBCS Assoc. granted one time funding of $3,700.00 to the Community Justice
Program to assist with sustainability of the program during the 2009/2010 fiscal year)

Expenses June 2010 to June 2011
Accommodation Sharon Blaker
Travel expenses Sharon Blaker
Food for training sessions/community meeting
Training expenses new volunteer facilitators
Photocopying
Resources – Restorative Practices
Resources – Girls Circles
Elin MacKinnon Insurance
Elin MacKinnon - mock circles, girls circle

$246.00
$54.85
$245.16
$100.00
$100.00
$118.00
$268.69
$1,062.80
$2,700.00

Total

$4,895.55
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The Restorative Practice Framework
As a way of thinking and being, the Restorative Practice Framework provides a construct for
acting restoratively in a ‘community’. With application in a variety of settings such as schools,
facilities, community programs, workplaces, faith groups and families, the aim of the
framework is to focus on strengthening relationships and repairing harm as a way of building
community. In schools it is meant as an integrated and proactive approach where a major
goal is the effective reintegration of students when addressing situations where harm has
been done.
Utilizing a Socratic engagement style, the framework incorporates explicit practice, being firm
and fair, the continuum of restorative practice, fair process, the restorative questions, a
restorative practice checklist and a theoretical basis. By engaging in this framework, schools
for example build on existing practices that already work; it is not meant to replace what is
deemed effective but rather to enhance it. Schools embracing the Restorative Practice
Framework report a safer, more connected environment with higher levels of student
achievement as existing and new practices are framed through the restorative lens.
One of the key areas where IIRP Canada works is with schools in applying this framework to
build and sustain stronger, more effective school communities. Through a day long in-service
for all school staff, along with assemblies for students and parent workshops connecting
restorative practice to parenting, all stakeholders in a school community are introduced to ways
in which the framework can be practically applied in their setting. IIRP Canada also will
arrange other kinds of skill-based trainings that support restorative approaches in your school
including facilitating restorative conferences and the effective use of classroom circles.
For more information, please contact me at Canada@iirp.org or call me at 289-251-1923. I
look forward to hearing from you.
Bruce Schenk, Director
IIRP Canada
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Date: February 3, 2010
To:

Deborah Palmer, Superintendent
School District No. 46 (Sunshine Coast)

CC:

Sue Lamb, Coordinator, Halfmoon Bay Community School

From: Elin MacKinnon, School Program Coordinator, Community Justice Program
Re:

Overview of Training and Support on Restorative Justice Practices provided to School
District No. 46 by the Community Justice Program and Halfmoon Bay Community
School from March 1, 2009.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Presentation to district principals on Restorative Justice
The program coordinator conducted a Power Point presentation for all district principals
on April 8, 2009 on the theory and practices relating to Restorative Justice in the schools
and community, including an overview of the benefits and limitations. This presentation
also included an overview of the Sunshine Coast program as well as developments in the
field on a local and international level.
2. Formal restorative conference training
The program organized and hosted a two-day RCMP Community Justice Forum
Facilitator training session for 14 district staff members on April 29 - 30, 2009. This
session included training on current theory and practice relating to Restorative Justice
including Compliance and Reintegration Theory, Affect Theory and Compass of Shame
as well as role-play practice and training on cross-cultural issues. This training also
provided participants with the foundation for further accreditation through the RCMP.
3. Partnership with Halfmoon Bay Community School for service placements
The program coordinator and Halfmoon Bay Community School coordinator established
procedures to oversee community service placements for youth arising from resolution
agreements developed during restorative conferences in the schools and reporting
outcomes of the same to the program.
4. Restorative Practices International Conference: “Widening our Lens, Connecting
our Practice” (May 31 – June 3, 2009)
The program coordinator and three district staff members attended the RPI conference in
Vancouver, hosted in partnership with Simon Fraser University’s Centre for Restorative
Justice. District staff attending included an administrator and elementary educator who
had attended the facilitator training session in April, one of whom was able to attend as a
result of financial assistance from Halfmoon Bay Community School. The conference
program included key figures in the RJ movement nationally and internationally and
numerous workshops on restorative practices in the schools. The program coordinator
focused on workshops relating to school programs and gathered resources to distribute to
the district. These resources were provided by Halfmoon Bay Community School.
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Report on Training and Development of Restorative Practices: February 2010

5. Supervising graduate student practicum
The program coordinator provided training and support to an educator in the district by
establishing and supervising a graduate-level practicum placement in Restorative Justice.
6. Development of forms and procedures for formal conferencing in the schools
The program coordinator, in consultation with the district superintendent and coordinator
of the Halfmoon Bay Community School, developed forms and procedures to support the
district in providing formal conferences in the schools, including participation and
confidentiality agreements, resolution agreements and file closure procedures developed
in accordance with privacy and retention of information legislation.
7. Development of training materials, including presentation and further resources
The program coordinator developed a PowerPoint presentation for district administrators
and staff which included information about the rationale for restorative practices in the
schools, the continuum of restorative responses, including proactive and reactive
processes, how to refer cases to a formal conference, types of cases to refer and limits of
restorative conferencing. This material also included resources for follow-up and further
information about the full spectrum of restorative approaches in the schools (attached).
8. Development of brochure for distribution to district staff and parents
The program coordinator, in consultation with the district superintendent and Halfmoon
Bay Community School coordinator, developed a brochure to provide information about
the partnership between the organizations, the benefits of a restorative approach versus a
traditional approach to discipline, information about the formal conferencing process
established by the parties and a list of restorative questions to respond to incidents of
harm in the school community (attached).
9. Development of school mentor position
The program coordinator created a “school mentor” position to support the district in the
ability to conduct formal restorative conferences in the schools independent of the
program. An experienced community program faciliator was recruited to fill this position
in order to assist the district in developing these competencies and ensure the integrity of
the process.
10. Training session for district administrators on restorative practices in the schools
The program coordinator conducted a Power Point presentation (item 7) for all district
administrators on September 1, 2009 and distributed materials relating to items 6-9
above.

Page | 2
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Report on Training and Development of Restorative Practices: February 2010

11. Follow-up training session for school facilitators
The program coordinator conducted a PowerPoint training session as above for school
facilitators on September 3, 2009, in order to reinforce training provided earlier in the
year, review procedures developed for formal conferencing, explore the full continuum of
practice and provide suggestions for the upcoming school year. Resources obtained at the
Restorative Practices International conference were also distributed at this session.
12. Development of facilitator for aboriginal students
The school district utilized the expertise of a facilitator trained by the community
program in conducting formal conferences in the schools involving aboriginal students.
13. Presentation to Sunshine Coast Alterative School (SCAS) educators and staff
The program coordinator conducted a Power Point presentation for the full staff of SCAS
and provided information about upcoming training and events.
14. Supporting the SCAS in developing the expertise to provide restorative conferences
in the schools independent of the program
The community program supported the SCAS is developing the proficiencies and
procedures to provide formal conferences in the schools independent of the community
program by training educators to facilitate the process and providing them with the
requisite forms and documentation.
15. Evaluation of formal conferencing process to date: Pender Harbour
Program representatives met with the principal of Pender Harbour Secondary to obtain
feedback about the process to date. This meeting confirmed satisfaction with the process
in terms of timelines and outcomes, with the exception of overseeing community or
school-related service as this was found to be too time-consuming for the administrator.
The program will follow up by working to establish a partnership with the community
school coordinator in order to faciliate these placements.
16. Referrals to formal conferences
The program received 16 referrals during the period of March 1, 2009 to Feb 3, 2010
relating to incidents such as theft, possession and mischief. All of the referrals had RCMP
and school administration involvement and originated from incidents at Cedar Grove
Elementary, Chatelech and Pender Harbour Secondary schools. During this period, the
program completed six conferences involving school staff and administration, four of
which received direct support from the school mentor and aboriginal mentor and involved
school facilitators trained by the program. The aboriginal mentor also conducted three
conferences at SCAS independent of the program.
17. Ongoing updates to school facilitators
The program coordinator provided ongoing updates and support to school facilitators
including upcoming training events, additional resources and latest research in the field.

Page | 3
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Report on Training and Development of Restorative Practices: February 2010

Upcoming events and initiatives
1. Professional development for facilitators – February 10, 2010
The acting coordinator and school program coordinator will host a training session for
school and community facilitators on tools and techniques to enhance the facilitation
process including how to elicit the complete story, how to assist participants with
articulating the impacts of the offence and how to advance the discussions forward to an
agreement that is satisfactory to all participants. This session will also include a review of
the Charter for Practitioners of Restorative Justice and discussions on best practice in the
field.
2. School crime prevention workshop
The program coordinator and school mentor will attend a full-day workshop hosted by
the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General in partnership with the Abbotsford
School District on Evidence Based Practices for School Crime Prevention on Friday,
February 19th, 2010 in Abbotsford, BC. This workshop is sponsored by the National
Crime Prevention Centre and is part of a series of workshops taking place across B.C.
The workshop will offer participants knowledge, connections and tools to undertake
evidence-based school and youth crime prevention initiatives. Information gathered from
this event will be distributed to the school district.
3. Establishing partnership with Pender Harbour Community School coordinator to
support community/school service placements
The program coordinator and school mentor will establish procedures to assist the Pender
Harbour Community School coordinator in overseeing community service placements
arising from resolution agreements developed during conferences completed at the
school.
4. Training in the full-spectrum of restorative practices
The program will host a three-day training program on the full-spectrum of restorative
practices at Pender Harbour Secondary school on April 12 – 14, 2010. This training will
be funded in part by Halfmoon Bay Community School and involve staff, students and
parents of Pender Harbour Secondary and Madeira Park Elementary School. It will build
on previous Restitution training and fully complement the formal restorative
conferencing model currently in place. The training will be provided by Bruce Schenk,
Canadian director of the International Institute for Restorative Practices. He is actively
involved in training schools and boards in Ontario as well as Singapore and Australia.
5. National Victims of Crime Awareness Week
The program will host a full day workshop on victims’ issues on Saturday, April 24, 2010
in order to raise awareness and facilitate dialogue about the issues victims face and the
supports, laws and policies available to assist them. This workshop will also examine the
issues facing victims of bullying and harassment in the schools and the unique challenges
they face. The theme of the workshop is “Every Victim Matters – Minor Crimes can have
a Major Impact.” The training will be provided by a victims services instructor who is
also a restorative justice faciliator.
Page | 4
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Girls Circle Program Information
The Just Us: Girls Circle program is being offered this spring at Chatelech Secondary this spring. Please contact Elin
MacKinnon at 604.740.5321 or Noelle Hanuse at 604.989.0531 for more information.
1. Background
Founded on the U.S. based Girls Circle program (www.girlscircle.com), Just Us: Girls Circle focuses on the proactive end
of the restorative practices spectrum in order to build relationships and improve resiliency and self-esteem in adolescent
girls. Proactive restorative practices enhance teaching and learning by increasing social and emotional literacy and setting
clear expectations and behavioral boundaries. Restorative practices are based on Aboriginal teachings that invite dialogue
and encourage ownership of behaviour in an environment of mutual respect, inclusivity and equality. Research demonstrates
that Girls Circle participants show improvement in their attachment to school, self efficacy, body image, communication
skills and peer relations and are less likely to engage in substance abuse and other self-harming behaviours
2. Community Partners
The Just Us: Girls Circle program is funded by School District No. 46 in partnership with the Community Justice Program
and the SCRD through the Halfmoon Bay Community Association. As restorative practices are based on Aboriginal
principles and teachings, funding is also provided by Aboriginals Programs and Services. The program may include, but is
not limited to, Aboriginal students.
3. BC Girls Circle Programs in Schools
Similar Girls Circle partnerships have been developed across the province. At present the Saanich, Victoria and Kootenay
restorative justice programs faciliate these programs in partnership with schools in their respective communities. These
innovative partnerships are strengthening communities by supporting youth in building strong relationships and increasing
resiliency to external pressures.
4. Object
This year’s program at Chatelech will bring the district in line with other proactive restorative practices programs in the
province. The pilot program will be assessed for expansion next year, in order to offer more students the opportunity to
participate. The Community Justice Program aims to support this growth by mentoring and training new facilitators.
5. Curriculum
The upcoming program will use the “Wise and Well” activity guide which addresses the challenges facing today’s girls
such as internet safety, cyber bullying, sexting, binge drinking, drug use and mental health. Please refer to the website at
www.girlscircle.com for more information.
6. Description of program
This year’s program will be facilitated by Noelle Hanuse, Aboriginal Success counsellor, and Elin MacKinnon, school
program coordinator of the Community Justice Program, and supported by Wendy Chalmers, school counsellor. The
sessions will run on Tuesdays at lunchtime from February 1st to April 12, 2011 in room 110 and are scheduled over lunch
hour in order to faciliate attendance. Refreshments will be provided.
7. Students
School counsellors have invited students in Grade 8 to participate and those who have expressed an interest and returned
permission slips in time will be in this year’s group. As each circle can only accommodate a maximum of ten students, not
all who are interested will be able to participate; however they will be included in subsequent sessions as available.
8. Confidentiality
Circle guidelines relating to confidentiality and respect are developed and maintained by the group. These guidelines are
firmly adhered to except in instances where there is a duty to disclose issues of harm to self or others. The girls themselves
will decide how to address breaches of confidentially by other participants. Students will be encouraged to follow up with
school counsellors individually to discuss issues of a sensitive nature.
Thank you for supporting Just Us: Girls Circle!
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
SCRD Grant in Aid Community Services
Summary Report for 2010
Youth Drop-in Programs and Restorative Justice Initiatives
2010 Joint Use Youth Restitution
In 2010 the Pender Harbour Community School developed a Youth Restitution Program in
conjunction with Pender Harbour Elementary Secondary School, Sechelt R.C.M.P., Grant
Simpson (the Sunshine Coast Youth Probation Officer) and local community members.
The program is based on respect and common beliefs that build community, empowers youth,
and resolves conflict. It offers support and skills training for youth by encouraging parents and
community members to work together in a safe, non-coercive environment to help youth learn
self-discipline and become productive, principled citizens. This restorative approach helps
people obtain and understanding of their behaviour and provides them with problem-solving
skills to strengthen their ability to fix their mistakes, repair relationships, and return to balance.
Self-discipline results in improved self-esteem, better relationships, and increased achievement.
Teachers and parents have reported that since the Restitution Program has been implemented
in the high school, discipline incidents have declined, school attendance has increased, the
youth involved have seen their grades improve, and students, staff and parents have enjoyed a
more caring school community.
As a part of the PHSS restitution program the 12 students who participated in the restitution
circles have completed their restitution community hours by volunteering and participating in
several community events and ongoing non-profit committees such as: the Pender Harbour
Olympic Torch Relay events, the painting project for the restoration of Sarah Wray Hall,
participating as mentors in the Madeira Park Elementary School reading program, organizing
the children’s programs at April Tools Challenge community event, working as Community
School Summer Camp assistants, and helping to develop local outdoor trails as Leaders-InTraining.
The 2010 Pender Harbour Community School Youth Restitution Project provided 162 hours of
support, supervision and transportation to court appointed commitments in Sechelt and
Gibsons. To the 12 youth who successfully took part in this program, we were able to offer
guidance and support as they worked toward fulfilling their restitution and community hour
contracts. We also worked closely with the Pender Harbour Secondary School, Horizon
Alternative School and volunteer community members to develop a drop-in program at the
Harbour Learning Centre from January 2010 until May 2010. This program offered ongoing
support, mentoring and tutoring services to the youth in involved in restitution program. We
opened the after-school portion of this drop-in program to all PHSS students who wanted to take
part in tutoring and mentoring services. A totally of 32 students took part in the after-school
drop-in services.
In addition, the program also provided ongoing support to parents and community members
who had been affected by the incidents involving youth.
In 2010 the Pender Harbour Community School Restitution Program successfully provided a
total of 325 paid and 90 in-kind hours of supervision, support and instruction to youth and
community members.
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Youth Drop In Programs
The goals of the activities for youth under this program are:
1. To provide youth (ages 12-29 years) with various opportunities to plan and participate in
healthy drop-in activities, supported by trained facilitators, in Pender Harbour and Egmont
2. To address the various barriers to participation for youth living in the rural and isolated areas
between Egmont and Halfmoon Bay
3. To ensure that youth have an on-going voice and provide leadership in the development of
facilities, services and programs in Area A and to connect them with those services already
existing, including the Community Services “Youth Outreach Program”
Activities offered:
Friday Night Live
This program took place at Pender Harbour Secondary and offered a safe and welcoming place
for youth to spend their Friday nights. Youth participated in planning their own activities
including cooking, computer access and games, movies, sports, dance, music and of course,
serious snacking.
Drop-In Youth Volleyball
Drop-In Youth Volleyball continues to be a very popular and well attended program. Drop–in
Volleyball was created to offer a causal evening option for young people to take part in physical
activity and although that remains the primary goal of this program, we have found that the
social interaction among the young people to be equally beneficial. Several young moms and
dads have said that they look forward to attending volleyball all week as it is a great way for
them to enjoy a night out together and has given them the opportunity to connect with other
young parents in a child-free environment.
Drop-In Floor Hockey Night
A local businessman and sports coach facilitated a variety of sport drop-ins on Monday nights,
including basketball, floor hockey and soccer. His role was not only to supervise the activities
but also to provide male mentorship and support for the boys who participated. There was a
notable decrease observed in negative behaviors and activities in the community on the drop-in
sports nights. Youth are looking for things to do in the evenings, and given the choice, most
choose healthy and active alternatives indoors, especially during fall, winter, and spring months.
Outcomes:
 Between 5-16 youth participated in each of the three drop-in programs (approximately 88
hours) between January 1 and December 31, 2010. The total number of participant hours
for drop-in programs was 399 hours.
 A notable decrease in youths’ participation in unhealthy lifestyle choices and acts of
“disrespect” during evenings when drop-ins were available.
 Improved “coast wide” interaction among youth, through attendance in drop-ins.
 Improved positive recognition of local youth through increased support by adult community
members and partner organizations including the Rotary Club of Pender Harbour, Sunshine
Coast Outdoor Trail Improvement project, and the Sunshine Coast Community Restorative
Justice Program.
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Pender Harbour Community School Society

SCRD GIA Income & Expenses
January through December 2010
Restitution

Youth
Drop-In

Program

Programs

TOTAL

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Contributed Support
Restitution Program

8,010.91

Youth Drop-In Programs

8,010.91
1,989.09

1,989.09

1,989.09

10,000.00

360.00

360.00

2,349.09

10,360.00

725.75

725.75

8,010.91

3,074.84

11,085.75

95.70

544.00

639.70

6,285.00

1,508.00

95.63

113.48

209.11

15.00

15.00

6,476.33

2,180.48

8,656.81

1,534.58

894.36

2,428.94

Planning & Coordination

538.13

616.13

598.13

Financial/Accounting

640.00

100.00

740.00

Total Agency Grants

8,010.91

Donations
Total Contributed Support

8,010.91

Earned Revenues
Program Revenues
Total Income
Program Expenses
Instructor Honorarium
Program Facilitator
Program Materials & Supplies
Program Venue Rentals
Total Program Expenses
Net Revenues
Administration Expenses

Office Supplies & Paper

55.62

Storage Fees

45.00

45.00

90.00

Telephone

147.83

107.31

255.14

Travel

108.00

25.92

133.92

1,534.58

894.36

2,428.94

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Administration Expense
Surplus/-Deficit
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55.62
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
PO Box 232, Madeira Park, BC V0N 2H0
Prepared by Diana Rae

Report on:
Recreation Program Delivery for Area A
January 1 – December 31, 2010

Recreation Program Budget for Area A
January 1, 2011 – March 31, 2012

Submitted to Sunshine Coast Regional District
February 15, 2011
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Pender Harbour Community School Society

SCRD REC
Actual

Budget

Jan - Dec 10

Jan - Dec 10

Ordinary Income/Expense
Contributed Support
SCRD Recreation Grant

40,000.00

40,000.00

5,289.00

20,761.00

484.53

774.00

5,773.53

21,535.00

45,773.53

61,535.00

Instructor Contract Fees

3,163.75

10,690.00

Program Materials & Supplies

1,175.06

1,570.00

Program Misc. Expense

129.60

250.00

Program Office Support

3,792.48

6,644.00

Program Transportation

50.50

2,275.00

Program Venue Rentals

55.00

815.00

5,803.25

8,410.00

14,169.64

30,654.00

31,603.89

30,881.00

Earned Revenue
Program Revenues
Other Revenues
Total Earned Revenue
Total Income
Direct Program Expenses

REC Planning & Coordination
Total Direct Program Expenses

Administration Expense
Advertising & Promotion
Administrative & Finance
Honorariums
Insurance
Membership/Dues/Affiliations
Newsletter Costs
Office Supplies & Paper
Postage

495.00

1,720.00

14,319.01

9,764.00

265.00

185.00

2,939.00

3,210.00

150.00

175.00

1,029.16

2,412.00

320.58

1,420.00

35.05

130.00

Miscellaneous

20.75

0.00

Storage Fees

360.00

720.00

40.00

1,010.00

383.53

1,330.00

20,357.08

22,076.00

11,246.81

8,805.00

Technical Support
Telephone
Total Administration Expense
Surplus/-Deficit
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Pender Harbour Community School
January - December 2010
INSTRUCTOR
PROGRAM

RECREATION AND LEISURE PROGRAMS
LOCATION

DATES

HLC
HLC
PHSS
PHSS
HLC
HLC
HLC
HLC
HLC
PHCS/Eg
Garden
Madeira
MPES
HLC
Madeira
HLC
HLC
HLC
HLC
MPES
HLC
HLC
HLC

April 21/10
March 4/10
Jan 19 - May
Mar 4 - April
April 13/10
April 9/10
Feb 27/10
March 2/10
March 31/10
May 6 - June
July 17/10
Feb 27/10
March
Jan - Jun/10
Feb 15/10
26-Sep-10
Sept 24-25,
2010
21-Nov-10
11-Nov-10
Sept 30-Nov 18
Oct 18-Nov 8
15-Nov-10
Oct 1-3, 2010

HOURS

Serving It Right
4
Introduction to Computers
3
Drop in Floor Hockey
14
Youth Volleyball
9
Can. Firearms - Restricted
7
Can. Firearms - Non-Restricted
12
B.O.A.T.
2
B.O.A.T.
2
B.O.A.T.
2
B.O.A.T.
9
B.O.A.T.
2
Parenting Skills Swap
2
Tikes Intro to Soccer
1
Puter Tutor Drop-In
20
Make the Most of your I-Pod
1
Can. Firearms - Restricted
6
Can. Firearms - Non-Restricted
10.5
Emergency First Aid
7
Red Cross Babysitting
8
Kindersoc
4.5
Intro to Spanish
5
Intro to Social Media
3
C.O.R.E
17.5
Cancelled or Postponed Programs:
facilitator unavail.
B.O.A.T.
postponed
Food Serving & Cust. Service
undersubscribed
Dress For Success
postponed
Facebook Made Easy
undersubscribed
C.O.R.E.
facilitator unavail.
Windows Level 2
undersubscribed
Wendy's Watercolour
postponed
Theatre Trip
cancelled
Red Cross Standard First Aid
undersubscribed
Adobe Photoshop
postponed
Basic Pet First Aid
postponed
Clueless in the Kitchen
postponed
T-Ball
cancelled
Summer Soccer
cost-prohibitive
Cooking
facilitator unavail.
Drop-in-Volleyball
facilitator unavail.
Drop-In Floor Hockey

# OF
NUMBER OF
SESSIONS PARTICIPANTS

1
1
7
4
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
20
1
1
1
1
1
6
4
1
1

6
5
140
33
7
6
4
8
2
26
6
4
5
4
2
1
9
5
10
9
5
12
9

Total Program Hours:
Total No. of Participants:
Total Participant Hours
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TOTAL
PARTICIPANT
HOURS

24
15
280
264
49
72
8
16
4
52
12
4
5
80
2
6
94.5
35
80
40.5
25
36
157.5

151.5
318
1361.5

Pender Harbour Community School Society

SCRD Area A Recreation Budget
Contributed Support
SCRD Recreation Grant
Program Revenues
Registration - Early Chldhd 0-6
Registration - Elementary 7-12
Registration - Teen 13-18
Registration - Youth 19-29
Registration - Adult 30-54
Registration - Senior 55+
Total Program Revenues
Total Income
Direct Program Expenses
Instructor Fees
Program Materials & Supplies
Program Misc. Expense
Program Venue Rentals
Program Transportation
Program Customer Support
Program Development & Coordination
Total Program Expenses
Net Revenues
Administration Expense
Advertising & Promotion
Board Meeting Expenses
Reporting & Coordination
Finance & Accounting
Insurance
Misc. Expense
Newsletter Costs
Office Supplies & Paper
Postage
Repairs & Maintenance
Storage Fees
Technical Support
Telephone
Travel
Utility
WCB Expense
Total Administration Expense
Net Surplus/-Deficit
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Jan-Dec 2011

Jan-Mar 2012

40,000.00

10,000.00

3,300.00
4,750.00
5,000.00
4,200.00
9,850.00
3,425.00
30,525.00

800.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
1,775.00
12,575.00

70,525.00

22,575.00

11,000.00
2,500.00
410.00
300.00
795.00
11,440.00
21,550.00
47,995.00

3,500.00
1,500.00
250.00
150.00
295.00
1,750.00
8,050.00
15,495.00

22,530.00

7,080.00

500.00
225.00
4,660.00
2,900.00
3,450.00
150.00
3,300.00
1,200.00
150.00
250.00
880.00
1,500.00
1,685.00
1,130.00
250.00
300.00
22,530.00

500.00
75.00
1,685.00
1,500.00
1,015.00
50.00
750.00
400.00
50.00
75.00
220.00
150.00
330.00
130.00
100.00
50.00
7,080.00

0.00

0.00

"G"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 22, 2010

TO:

Community Services Committee – (February 24, 2011)

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation Services

RE:

RECREATION PROGRAMS OUTSIDE OF RECREATION FACILITIES (670) FOR 2011

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Manager of Recreation Services report regarding Recreation Programs Outside
of Recreation Facilities (670) for 2011 be received;
AND THAT these programs continue in 2011 and charged to Function 670
AND THAT taxation in function 615 be increased by the appropriate amount to cover the
loss of revenue.

BACKGROUND
On January 13, 2011 the SCRD Corporate Services Committee the following recommendation
was passed:
THAT Regional Recreation Program Service [670] be held in abeyance pending the
outcome of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan;
THAT if continued support for recreation programming in Area A is desired in 2011, it be
funded through Area A grant-in-aid.
Attached is a report dated November 10, 2010 (Appendix 1) that offers options regarding funding
of recreation programs outside of facilities.
At the January 19, 2011 Corporate Services Committee the Manager of Recreation provided a
report (Appendix 2) that stated that a limited number of programs occurred in 2010 outside of the
Recreation facilities. These programs had all revenue & expenditures charged to a facility and
showed net revenue in the amount of $3,587.
Function 670 for the year ending had a small surplus of $4,891.68
Discussion
Function 670 had a surplus in 2010 of $4,891.68. All Area A recreation programs are being
funded through grant in aid for 2011 thus the board could choose to continue to offer only the
existing programs outside of the recreation facilities for 2011.
Programs offered outside of our recreation facilities for 2011 could be limited to the programs as
stated in the report labeled (Appendix 2). These programs outside of our facilities in 2010 had a
total revenue and expenditure of $27,752 and $24,165 respectively, thus showing a net revenue
of $3,587. If we were to transfer revenue and expenditures to function 670 from 615 in 2011 we
would meet the requirements of the bylaw. However, in doing so we would need to increase
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Recreation Programs Outside of Recreation Facilities

Page 2 of 2

At the time of this report, the Board is still considering options for the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan.

SUMMARY
Programs offered outside of our recreation facilities are done primarily in collaboration with
Community Partners. These programs show a positive revenue stream and require very little staff
time to administer. The only issue regarding these programs is that of funding from the
appropriate place. Staff recommend 670 for 2011.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT

Appendix 1

DATE:

February 22, 2010

TO:

Corporate and Administrative Services Committee (March 10, 2010)

FROM:

Angie Legault, Manager of Legislative Services
Paul Fenwick, General Manager of Community Services

RE:

Bylaw Amendments related to the Suspension of Recreation Programs [670]
(Bylaws 1007 and 1058)

Recommendation(s)
THAT the report on Bylaw Amendments related to the Suspension of Recreation Programs
[670] be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to pursue option 1 with concurrent amendments to Bylaws
1007 and 1058.

Background
Due to structural changes and financial constraint measures, amendments to Recreational
Programmes Local Service Bylaw No. 1007, 1991 and Community Recreation Facilities Service
Establishing Bylaw No. 1058, 2005 should be considered.
Bylaw No. 1007 (attached) was adopted in 1993. All SCRD jurisdictions now participate in this
service.
Bylaw 1058 (attached) was adopted in 2005 “for the purpose of providing for the construction,
capital improvements, operation and maintenance of a new Aquatic Centre in the District of
Sechelt, a new ice-based Community Centre in the Town of Gibsons, the Sechelt Arena and the
Gibsons Aquatic Centre.” Participants are all members except Area A and those parts under the
jurisdiction of the Islands Trust.
Discussion
Staff require input on the preferred direction for recreation programming.
Several options are available to enable the provision of limited recreation programming.
Options
1. Concurrent Amendments – Amend Bylaw 1007 (programs) to withdraw all
participants from the service with the exception of Area A and amend Bylaw 1058 to
allow recreation programming outside of the four recreation facilities.
This option has been discussed with Ministry staff who indicated they would recommend
approval to the Inspector without an elector approval process as there are no new tax
implications.
This option may be complicated by a future Board’s desire to re-establish recreation
programming as a regional service.
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Bylaw Amendments 1007 and 1058

2. Suspend taxation under Bylaw 1007 and have Area A fund recreation programming
under Grant-in-Aid.
Option two maintains greater flexibility to allow some recreation programming to be
reinstated in the future should that be desirable. It also avoids the complications of seeking
an amendment at this time.
Note: in order to offer limited recreation programming, this option must be pursed in
conjunction with Option 3.
3. Amend Bylaw 1058 to offer some programs outside the confines of the four
recreation facilities (e.g. Sechelt Summer Camp and logistical support for the Spin Class
at Halfmoon Bay Elementary School).
Staff suggest that the cost recovery identified in Section 5.1 of Bylaw 1058 is appropriate.
The degree of programming may be as approved annually. It is understood that for the
2010 Financial Plan this will be a modest amount given the necessity of fiscal constraint.
If Bylaw 1007 remains there is some potential duplication in funding (outside of the
Recreation Facilities) and it is unclear if the Ministry would support this option. However,
Area A and the Islands are included in Bylaw 1007. Area A has indicated it does not wish
to pay for non-Area A recreational activities at this time. Conversely the amendment
acknowledges all other jurisdictions do not wish to pay for recreation programs in Area A at
this time.
Should programs revert to Bylaw 1007 in the future, Bylaw 1058 would remain to fund the
four recreation facilities.

Legislative Implications
Draft bylaw amendments should be vetted through the SCRD’s Advisory Officer at the Ministry of
Community and Rural Development prior to the Board giving them readings. Consent would then
be requested from Electoral Area Directors and Municipal Council’s before submission for approval
by the Inspector of Municipalities. (Any amendments to Establishing Bylaws will require 2/3
consent of the participating areas - Electoral Area directors and Municipal Councils). This process
could take upwards of 8 weeks depending on Ministry workloads and Council meeting schedules.
Regardless of the option chosen, it is not possible to meet BC Assessment’s timelines to have a
new service coded or amended for 2010 taxation. The option would then be to operate limited
programming under [670] for 2010 or potentially incur a funding shortfall under [615] assuming that
bylaw amendments for recreation facilities are passed during the course of the year.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

November 10, 2010

TO:

Community Services Committee (November 18, 2010)

FROM:

Angie Legault, Manager of Legislative Services

RE:

Regional Recreation Program Service [670]

Recommendation(s)
THAT the report on Regional Recreation Program Service [670] be received;
AND THAT Regional Recreation Program Service [670] be held in abeyance pending the
outcome of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan;
AND FURTHER THAT if continued support for recreation programming in Area A is desired
in 2011, it be funded through Area A grant-in-aid.

Background
The Board adopted the following recommendation on March 11, 2010:
125/10 cont.

Recommendation No. 2

Recreation Programs [670]

THAT the Manager of Legislative Services and General Manager of Community
Services’ report regarding Bylaw Amendments related to the Suspension of
Recreation Programs [670] (Bylaws 1007 and 1058) be received;
AND THAT staff amend Bylaw 1007 (programs) to withdraw all participants from
the service with the exception of Area A and amend Bylaw 1058 to allow recreation
programming outside of the four recreation facilities.

Recreational Programmes Local Service Bylaw No. 1007, 1991 was adopted in 1993 and all
SCRD jurisdictions are participants in this service. Community Recreation Facilities Service
Establishing Bylaw No. 1058, 2005 was adopted in 2005 “for the purpose of providing for the
construction, capital improvements, operation and maintenance of a new Aquatic Centre in the
District of Sechelt, a new ice-based Community Centre in the Town of Gibsons, the Sechelt Arena
and the Gibsons Aquatic Centre.” Participants are all members except Area A and those parts
under the jurisdiction of the Islands Trust.
Discussion
Preliminary advice from the Ministry of Community and Rural Development (now Community,
Sport and Cultural Development) indicated we would be able to add “programming” to our
Recreation Facilities Service to allow for a small amount of programming outside of the Facilities.
Subsequently we were advised that the Ministry considers ‘programming’ to be a separate and
distinct service from ‘facilities’ and as such an amendment must separately indicate the matters
under Local Government Act s.800.1 for each service (i.e. cost recovery, requisition limit, etc.) and
would require an elector approval process.
Direction on the Committee’s desired course of action is required.
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Recreation Programs Bylaw Amendments

Options:
1.

Hold Function [670] Recreation Programming in abeyance pending the outcome of
the Parks and Recreation Master Plan and fund Area A recreation through grant-inaid for 2011 if so desired.
This option maintains the greatest flexibility to respond to future recreation programming
service requests and/or recommendations which may be contained in the Master Plan.

2. Amend Recreation Program Bylaw 1007 to remove Area A from the existing service
and conduct an Alternative Approval Process (AAP) to establish a new service for
Area A Recreation Programming (leave remainder of participants in existing
Recreation Program Service)
If a different level of service will be offered in Area A on an ongoing basis, this would be the
preferred option. It would allow the Area A constituents to determine whether they support
the service proposed, while leaving the remaining participants the option of providing some
level of service as well (e.g. Sechelt Summer Camp and logistical support for the Spin
Class at Halfmoon Bay Elementary School).
An AAP in one electoral area is less administratively demanding than one for multiple
areas.
3. Amend Recreation Program Bylaw 1007 to remove all participants but Area A (no
new service created)
This means that no recreation programming outside of the facilities or outside of Area A
could be undertaken unless funded in the short-term through grant-in-aid.
4. Leave Area A in existing Recreation Program Service; amend Bylaw 1007 to remove
other participants; and conduct AAP to create a new programming service in Areas
B, D, E, F, Sechelt, Gibsons & Sechelt Indian Government District (or other subset)
Conducting an AAP for multiple areas would be more administratively demanding than for
one area. This option would also require consent of the participant municipal councils.

Legislative Implications
Any amendments to Establishing Bylaws require 2/3 consent of the participating areas.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT

Appendix 2

DATE:

January 6, 2011

TO:

Corporate Services Committee – January 19, 2011

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation

RE:

Recreation Programs Outside Of SCRD Facilities

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Recreation Programs
Outside Of SCRD Facilities as information;
AND THAT staff be directed to continue these programs only outside of SCRD facilities in
2011.

BACKGROUND
During the 2010 budget process a few small community based programs continued for SCRD
recreation. These programs were operated through the Sechelt Aquatic Centre (Function 621)
or the Gibson’s and Area Community Centre (Function 617).
At the December 16, 2010 Community Services Meeting the following recommendation was
adopted:
Recommendation No. 2

Recreation Programs

The Community Services Committee recommended that staff prepare a report on recreation
programs located outside of SCRD facilities and include background information on community
benefit and costs, for budget discussions.
Discussion
In conjunction with the community partners or on our own, a small number of programs were run
in 2010. These programs and associated net revenues are as follows:
Program
Rec Night (HMB)
(Grade 6 – 9)

Participants
398

Net Revenue
($2.72)

Kicks for Kids (HMB)
(3 – 6 year olds)

26

$374.77

Spin (HMB)

231

$1,175.15

Coastal Kids (SECHELT)
Daycamp

402

$834

Kicks for Kids (RC)

51

$1,200
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Page 2
Summary
In providing these programs in 2010 SCRD Recreation provided registration services, liability
insurance, and minimal coordination of these programs. These programs were received well in
the communities they were offered while at the same time producing a positive revenue stream
while at the same time not putting appreciable demands on SCRD Recreation Staff
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 11, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee February 24th, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

ACCOUNTING OF SUNCOASTER TRAIL

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives the
report entitled Accounting of SunCoaster Trail for information.

BACKGROUND
At the Board meeting of November 25th, 2010

Recommendation No. 1

Suncoaster Trail

THAT Parks staff report back on a full accounting of the Suncoaster Trail,
including staff time utilized.
DISCUSSION
The following information was retrieved from our accounting software. During the project there
was a variety of cost centers used to track the various expenses.
Expenditures Paid from Grants

Amount

Salaries & Wages (including Benefits and WCB)
(Inside Staff – Accounting and Parks Planner)
Salaries & Wages (including Benefits and WCB)
(Outside – Sr. Parks Worker)
Material
Contract Labor (JOP funding)
Equipment Charges
Contractor administration
Professional Fees

$ 18,710.03

Subtotal
Estimated other salary 650 inside staff
(tracking, planning, approvals etc) not covered by grant
Estimated outside staff time
TOTAL
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$ 14,442.16
$ 69,524.52
$191,820.56
$144,349.01
$ 11,514.45
$ 47,891.90
$498,252.63
$ 3,189.25
$ 1,000.00
$502,441.89

The estimated amounts of staff time were figured out based on 2 days per week for the 23
weeks and the days being split between other parks department work. When SCRD staff were
doing work on the Suncoaster Trail it was also combined with site visits, inspections, minor
repairs and garbage pickups at various parks and trails in the Area A and B area. Having these
same staff do those visits allowed for the other staff to do work on the Shirley Macey
Playground and other projects and routine maintenance.

As a side note, the project provided 6,902 hours of work for the unemployed resource workers.
Exhibit 1 is the Project Completion Abstract- Job Opportunities Program and the final
report as submitted. Please note the accounting for this project is done on a fiscal year of
April 1-March 31st. There was $5,043.34 in costs expended in the previous reporting period.
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Project Completion Abstract
Job Opportunities Program
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Investment Schedule Number COTSA391067
Project Number
1108001
Sunshine Coast Forest District
A. Objectives of the overall project
To provide short term employment to under employed resource workers on the
Sunshine Coast who were impacted by the recent economic turn down in the world
natural resource economy, and in doing so, also produce a valuable Sunshine Coast
asset with their efforts (i.e. Suncoaster Recreation Corridor Trail).
B. JOP Investment Schedule Number and Project Number
Investment Schedule Number
Project Number

COTSA391067
1108001

C. Recipient Name and Division/MFR District/MFR Region
Sunshine Coast Regional District, Parks Department
Sunshine Coast Forest District
D. Author(s) of the Project Completion Abstract
Sheane Reid, Parks Planning Coordinator
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road Sechelt BC VON 3A1
Tel 604 885 6800 ext 6480, Fax 604 885 7909
email sheane.reid@scrd.ca web www.scrd.ca
E. Name of Watershed/Sub-basin, & Location
Sechelt Peninsula on the Sunshine Coast, located 20 Kilometers north of the Town of
Sechelt
F. Introduction
The Sunshine Coast is a traditional forest industry community that was recently
impacted by the world economic turndown and there was a very real need to assist its
underemployed resource workers. The Sunshine Coast Regional District recognized
…/2
-
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this concern and made a successful JOP application, which ultimately benefited
several forest communities along the Sunshine Coast in 2010. The 37 km multi use
recreation trail project employed up to19 resource workers for a total of 871 worker
days, and completed by year’s end.
G. Description of Completed Works
Project start: April 2011,

Project completion: December 20th, 2010

Thirty Seven kilometers of multi use recreation trail were completed, to MOF and BC
Parks Recreation Trail Building Standards. The project was also designed to work
closely with Sechelt First Nations, who conducted an archeological recognizance study
and also provided environmental monitoring services.
The project’s good wage jobs were viewed as being very significant and timely by the
community. The trail itself now provides better recreational linkages between several
Sunshine Coast communities, and also offers healthy recreation lifestyle
opport00unities – which is viewed as being important within all Canadian communities.
H. Suggestions for Improvement
The project was run well and PWC provided very professional JOP administration
services. There were no WorkSafe BC issues and employed worker all reported a
positive employment experience
I. Cost Summary Information
All total cost Information for the project components are reported within.
Investment Schedule Number
COTSA391067
Project Number
1108001
For questions please contact the above reported contact person.

J. Optional:
Photos are available upon request

____________________________
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Oppmrttmitis Program

Project Plan #1108001

(Amd 0)

Status: Completion Approved
investment Schedule
Title:
COTSA391 108
5162
2010
4/22/2010

Recipient Name:

Sunshine Coast Regional District

Recipient Contact:

Sheane Reid
1-604-885-6800 est 6480

Investment Manager;
Manager

Cohn Campbell

Recipient Phone:

investment Manager

colin.l.campbell @ca.Dwc.com

Investment Schedule #:
Contract #:
initial Fiscal Year:
Date investment Schedule Initiated:

Contact Details

Recipient Email:

sheane.reid@scrd.cp

Recipient Fax:

1-604-885-7908

Funding Details
Allocation:
Approved:
Available:
Submitted:
Funding Advanced:

$493,209.29
$493208.71
$0.58
$0.00
$393,531.48
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This investment Schedule, in Itself, does not constitute a commitment on the part of JOP to fund any of the Activities set out below. An Investment Schedule
becomes a commitment if JOP signs a written contract with the Recipient to fund the Activities and the Investment Schedule is attached to the contract.

Project Pan

Project #:
Amd#:
Project Contact
Project Contact
Project Contact
Project Contact

Person:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

1108001
0
Sheane Reid! Sam Adams
604-885-6800 ext 6480 / 604-885-6800 ext
604-885-7908
sheane.reid@scrd.ca: sam.adams@scrd.ca

Status:

Completion Approved

Actual Project Start
4/22/2010
Date:
Project Received Date: 7/5/2010 12:02:21 PM
Project Approval Date: 7/13/2010 11:51:39 AM
Project Completion Date:
Community
Project Location:
Component and Activity Area:
Eligible Activities:
Keyword:

12/20/2010
Gibsons Secheit Pander Harbour
Sunshine Coast refer to attached project location map
-

—

-

Infrastructure Recreation
Trail Maintenance
SCAD Corridor Trail Strategy
-

Completion Information
1.

Certificate of completion forwarded to PwC
Yes
No
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Outputs/Funding Table
01 Apr-Jun
actual
planned

03 Oct-Dec
planned
actual

02 Jul-Sep
planned
actual

04 Jan-Mar
planned
actual

Total
planned

actual

‘Outputs
*

ii

km

Sites

.o0j

hOOf

.00]!

10.00]

i.oofl

10.00!

I

1

1

II
II

5,072.581!

II

II

1 .OO

II

i.oOfj

l.oofl

21

22.00]

2Zd]f

2.00]

E*pense Categories
Material

11253.291

Other Labour

I

395.29fl

U.R.W. Labour

73,144.001

Equipment Charges

6,703.29!
5,045291!
73,144.001

122,068.08]

25,285.68!

53.128.7111

I

45,061 .881

H

39,645.94!!

106,856.001

106,271.2411

68,210.001!

49.290.0011

82,313.221!

II

3,825i]I

6,263.92!!

6,400.00!!

12,600.OOjj

4,687.58!!

II

19,136.90fl

14926050!!

495025511

343,942,7911

258,203.5611

1

119,602.0611

275,154.231!

206,562.93!!

II
II

85.502.4711

119,413.201!

Cumulative Max Funding Avail!

119,413.20!!

119,602.061!

394,567.4311

325,164.99!!

394,567.4411

394,566.9711

‘Total
Funding Max Avail @ 80%

53,524.00!!

12,405.321

58210.00]!

Administration

133,321 .37j

68,401.9811

77,050.85]
49,763.81]

180,000.001

191,820.56]

1
II

II
II

107,500.0011

144,349.01]

18,803.9211

30,224.48]

II
II
394,557.4311

II
II

493,209.2911

493.208.711

394,567.4311
394,557.43J I

394,566.9711

Payment (to be completed by Investment Manager)

01

i

02

03

Completl0fl

04

Total

Payment

Advance Requested (to be completed by Investment Manager)
[Amount

I

11

393,531.481!

15/ 1/ 2010

Datetobepaid

II

H

rid! mm, yyyy dd/ mm! yyyy

OrE mm’ yyy

99,677.2311

493,208.711

18/ 2/ 2011

Advance Paid (to be completed by Accounting Department)
Amount

I

393,531.48!!

1

441 &607 (09/10)11

:Datepald
Check # / Transmission #

15/ 1/ 2010

1

I 1

.

dd/ mm! yyyy

Recommended
Payment
99,677.81!

I

yyyy

Adjustment

CaIc
(0.58)1

393,531.481

11

II

Off Budget

rid! mm

rid! mm! yyyy

rid? mm! yyyy

1

II

1!

1

I

(0.58)f

Other Information
How many unemployed forest workers are involved In the project?
5 to 10 at any one time

2.
3.

Number of person-days of employment created by this project.
680 based on 10 hour days
Has the recipent receIved publIc, First Nation, or government comment on this project? If yes, please descrIbe.
Public Suport:SunCoasterTrall has long been in the works with the community and readily supported

*

The BC Mountain Bike Race had 500 riders use a recently completed section of the SunCoaster Trail June 2010
-

*First Nations: Sechelt Indian Band letter of support and interest In being involved in project, dated April 21,2009
*Government Comment: MOFR & MOTAL support in principle, with close consultation throughout project (contact Frank Uliman (ph 250-731-3024). The
M0TCA has agreed to the level of First Nations Information sharing. (letter from Frank Ullman, M0TCA has been forwarded to PwC).

Upon the project’s completion a community trail public walk was organized and attended by approximately 150 people, local newspaper and representatives
of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, Town of Gibsons and the District of Sechelt.
Please lIst the MInistry standards (including version # and date) that will be followed for this project, andlor state that a workplan has been
submitted to PwC
BC Parks and Ministry of Forest and Range Trail Construction Standards (M0TCA Recreation Manual Chapters 9 and 10) will be used with close
consulatation with BC Parks, MOFR, along with consulatlon with the Sechelt Indian Band, as it concerns trail construction across their traditional territory.

A list of trail deliverables, including detailed works, has been forwarded to PwC.
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Please identify the repository for the fInal report (PwC, Results for slivicuiture projects)
Project Abstract Completion Report to PwC. The final repository for the final report will be the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s Records Department, with
a copy sent to PwC.

Comments
Description of Work:
Also, Include any linkages to other LBIP
projets(past or present) or other programs
(e.g., FSP) and list the project numbers.

April to June 2010
This 2009 lOP funded project Is approximately 60 percent complete. See previous PP#1 067001 for details of
2009 project information. All project work will be completed by mid September 2010. To date all trail links have
been cleaned of brush and danger trees. Completed trail work is of high provincial standard (MOFR and
MOTAL trail standards) and also Incorporating International mountain biking standards, where possible.
Revised Overall Budget (2009 and 2010) as follows with April to September budget as detailed above:
Materials $133,715
Supervision (Other Labour)- $58,174
Labour (URW) -$180,000
Equipment -$107,500
Administration -$19,000
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jun 302010 1:54PM =
CONTINUATION PF PROJECT PLAN 1067001 FROM 2009/10.
-

—

Aprii-June2OlO- Expense Categories: (Updated: 6,2009)
Material n/a
Supervison- $9,391.3
Contracted Matertiat!Labour- n/a
Equipment Charges- n/a
Adminstratlon $6333.3
note Oct 1, 2009 update no longer valid
= Updated by Sheane Reid at Oct 62009 2.O5PM
-

.

=

= Updated by Sheane Reid at Oct 6 2009 2:07PM =
This Sunshine Coast Recreation Corridor Trail project will continue on with placing this community Initiated
project. Along with lOP funding, ICET funding has been secured for the project.
In addition to the project taking placing over Oct -Dec2009 and Jan-Mar 2010 Project timeframe periods it will
also be conducted over the April-June 2010 timeframe and with the following additional the OutputslFundinlg
Table breakdown:

Aprll-June2OlO Expense Categories:
-

Material n/a
Supervison- $9,391
Contracted Matertial/Labour- n/a
Equipment Charges- n/a
Adminstration $15,724
= Updated by Sheane Reid at Oct 1 2009 3:32PM =
The Sunshine Casot Recreation Corridor Project willcontinue on placinga community intitlated wI
= Updated by Sheane Reid at Oct 1 2009 2:55PM =
-

= Updated by Jenina Buan at Apr 2220102:41 PM

Recipient Comments:
Explain changes in project deliverables or
contractors, whether meeting all major
commitments i.e. leveraged funding
commitments.

=

refer to project abstract
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jan31 201112:1 5PM =
October to December 2010 no changes in project deliverables, contractors or funding.
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jan 25 201111 :5OAM =
No changes In deliverables, contractors or funding.
= Updated by Sheane Reid at Nov 102010 11:31AM =
The April to June project phase was one of project commencement and the contractor working through very
challenging terrain requiring him to work particularly closely with his resource worker crew to establish the
standards. The need to assure worker safety, environmental protection and timely deliverables was recognized
at the outset of the project and required additional contracor supervision of $30,000 to be accomodated with
the other labour side of the budget. In light of the other contract bids submitted for the project being markedly
higher (greater by $200,000) the Inclusion of this contractor supervision cost was viewed as good value and
would not negatively affect the project budget and would positivley impact the project deliverables. The ability
to use onsite trail building materials has further buffered the budgets overall Integrity. We are also pleased to
say that if any further adjustmnet were required within the budget over the next 12 weeks, it would be that more
resource worker labour could be drawn out of the material side of the projects budget.
=

-

As mentioned, the early project work appears to be blessed with suitable on site materials for trails
construction, thereby reducing the need to draw upon the budgets material funds. This benefit is anticipated for
the remaining trail work, though trail bridge materials/labour will draw heavily on the materials’ budget. Ills
anticipated that some minor adjustment within the materials side of the budget will be required for the 4
bridges, namely reallocation of funds from a picnic table shelter and trail information kiosk and a change to the
signage which will now be used for bridge construction purposes.
Aside from the above discussed budget adjustments, the project has proceeded very well and been met with
very positive feedback from the Sechelt First Nations, Regional District and the Local Media. Please contact
Cohn Campbell at PwC for recent on site tour comments at colin.l.campbehl@ca.pwc.com.
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jun 302010 1:54PM
Due and standard tendering practices conducted by the Sunshine Coast Regional Dsitmict will be
followed.Though changes in project deliverables is not anticipated, if required, close consulation with prejct
partners will be pursued, and inparticularwith MOFR and the Sechelt Indian Band. Reqular reporting to PwC
==
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and our own SCRD Board of Directors will also be taking place.
== Updated by Sheane Reid at Oct 1 2009 3:32PM ==
= Updated by Jenina Buan at Apr 2220102:41 PM

==

Completion approved
= Updated by Ian Brown at Feb 11 2011 7:47AM =
Completion recommended.
= Updated by Cohn Campbell at Feb 102011 9:23AM
Q3 report Is approved. Please submit the project completion report. Thank you.
Updated by Goran Vajistanac at Jan 25 2011 2:46PM ==
Q3 report approved. Please submit Completion report.
= Updated by Cohn Campbell at Jan 25 2011 2:45PM =
Q2 report Is approved.
= Updated by Goran Vajistanac at Nov 24 2010 4:36PM
Quarterly report approved. Please submit completion.
= Updated by Cohn Campbell at Nov 102010 3:22PM ==
Project approved
== Updated by Ian Brown at Jul 132010 11:51AM ==
CONTINUATION OF PROJECT PLAN 1067001 FROM 2009/10. Recommended for approval.

PwC comments:

==

SuggestIons for program Improvement:

Updated by Cohn Campbell at Jul 132010 11:31AM

refer to project abstract
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jan31 201112:1 5PM

=

=

Quarter’y Report: Oescrption Of Work (Amount of Work Comp’eted, Funds Spent, TimeNnes for Comp’etion)
01:
The trail workers focused on opening old road, paths and placement of the multi-use trail upgrades. Workers
removed danger trees, open trail, repair drainage controls, placed trail sign posts. Note that this project phase
fortunately has been able to secure considerable onsite mineral soils for trail base.
Two crews operated through this project quarter, each with an excavator, fallers and labourers.
Professional geotechnical, biological advice was used along with FIrst Nation’s environmental monitor services
for work around streams and MOTH’s ROWs.
Approximately 22 kms of trail were completed in total, with considerable effort placed in the Sakinaw Lake trail
section where a connection between two transmission ROW roads needed to be connected. This work Involved
working closely with the area forest licensee (i.e. A&A Log Trading).
There were no safety Issues or first aid Incidents, work preceded on schedule and per all MOTAL and MOFR
trail standards. A safety debriefing meeting will be held with the trail crew prior to the end of the project.
See financial information above.
The SCRD was pleased with the progress made during this project work quarter and the desired goals were
well within the project work plan. Trail construction work is scheduled for completion In October, with trail
signage placed In November and final project reporting in December 2010.

02:

=

Updated by Sheane Reid at Nov 102010 11:31AM

=

October to December 2010
Work proceeded as per the tendered contract. The last 1 kilometre of the 37 kilometre trail was completed per
BC Parks and MOFR Trail construction standards and to MOTCA’s Recreation Manual (Chapter 9 and 10),
Sechelt First Nations provided environmental monitoring when required, all WorkSafe Regulations were
followed, with no project injuries occurring. The final traIl is at least 1.5 meters wide, danger tree removed,
stream bridging where required, trail signage placed, including a trailhead parking lot, a picnic table and
trallhead sign board. The project is now completed as planned and In budget, with final reporting being
submitted.

03:

Administration Costs are higher than projected and Is now approximately 6% of the project costs.
Updated by Sheane Reid at Jan 25201111 :5OAM =

04:

Status Change History
Amd
#

Updated
By

o
o
o

Campbell
han Brown
Sheane

Status

Decline Reason

Change Date

Project Plan Submitted

7/5/2010 12:02:21 PM

Project Plan Recommended

7/13/2010 11:31:32AM

Project Plan Approved

7/13/2010 11:61:39 AM

01 Progress Report Submitted

11/10/2010 11:32:50AM
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Cohn
Campbell
Sheane
Reid
Goran
Vajistanac
Sheane
Reid
Cohn
Campbell
Cohn
Campbell
Sheane
Reid
Shesne
Reid
Cohn
Campbell
han Brown
han Brown

01 Progress Report Approved

11/10/2010 3:22:37 PM

02 Progress Report Submitted

11/15/2010 10:07:01 AM

02 Progress Report Approved

11/24/2010 4:36:59 PM

03 Progress Report Submitted

1/25/2011 2:34:23 PM

03 Progress Report Approved

1/25/2011 2:45:06 PM

Completion Pending

1/25/2011 2:45:06 PM

Completion Submitted

1/31/2011 12:15:36 PM

04 Progress Report Submitted

1/31/201112:15:36 PM

Completion Recommended

2/10/2011 9:23:15 AM

.

04 Progress Report Approved
Completion Approved

2/11/2011 7:47:08 AM
2)11/2011 7:47:08 AM
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 21, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (February 24, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

PLANNING OF THE SUNCOASTER TRAIL

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives for information the staff report entitled
planning of the Suncoaster Trail.
BACKGROUND
During the February 14, 2011 Corporate Services Committee Budget Meeting the following
resolution was passed;
Recommendation No. 3 Function 650 Community Parks
AND THAT the following be deferred to the February 24, 2011 Community
Services Committee meeting:

 Planning of the Suncoaster Trail.
DISCUSSION
The Suncoaster Trail has been successful to date and it will be interesting to get more public
feedback this summer. Staff is keen to eventually see the trail continue ferry to ferry.
The Parks Planning Coordinators have created a tentative map of potential routing of the trail.
Many considerations must go into the planning of that including: existing community trails,
existing and potential road patterns, physical geography, user group considerations and location
regarding population centres and amenities. The tentative route maps have been distributed to
Rural Planning staff to bring in for discussion in their OCP projects (Electoral Areas B, D & F).
OCP groups are a wide representation of the community and were felt to be a good resource for
the initial phases of consultation.
There is no foreseeable funding in 2011. Therefore it is recommended by staff to allow the OCP
committees to work with planning staff to make recommendations on routing. When this
information is received, we can formalize the routing for further grant applications or other
funding opportunity following the remaining planning and consultation. It would also be
appropriate to send the tentative plans to First Nations for early collaboration.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 16th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (February 24, 2011)

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation Services

RE:

RECREATION CAPITAL FUNDING OPTIONS

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Manager – Recreation Service’s report regarding Function 615 Recreation Capital
Funding Options be received for information;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board provides
direction for inclusion in the 2011 – 2015 and later Financial Plans.

BACKGROUND
Recommendation No. 1

Function 615 - Community Recreation
Function 616 – Gibsons Aquatic Centre
Function 617 – Gibsons and Area Community Centre
Function 620 – Sechelt Arena
Function 621 – Sechelt Aquatic Centre

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Manager of
Recreation’s report regarding Community Recreation, Functions 615 to 621, 2011 R2 Decision
Package be received;
AND THAT the capital repairs approved in Round 1 budget discussions, as stated below,
regarding Gibsons Aquatic Centre and Sechelt Arena be funded through reserves and the
remaining 2010 surplus;
•

Package 2 - $140,000 Roof replacement for the Gibsons Aquatic Centre;

•

Package 12 - $85,000 for Hot Water Boilers/Heat Exchangers for Gibsons Aquatic
Centre; and

•

Package 7 - $75,000 for the condenser replacement at the Sechelt Arena

AND THAT the commencement of the Corporate Energy and Emissions Plan be contingent on
receiving the Towns for Tomorrow grant funds;
AND THAT the following items be referred to the February 24th, 2011 Community Services
Committee meeting for discussion:
•
•
•

how the remaining decision packages on the recreational facilities are to be addressed;
how the Regional District’s share of the CEEP project would be addressed; and
discussion of the Recreation and Parks Master Plan
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AND THAT staff report back to the February 24th Community Services meeting with more detailed
information on “code” issues with respect to the facilities and provide any financial options that
may be available
This report deals with the recreation facilities and a separate staff report discusses the master
plan.
DISCUSSION
In reviewing the remaining decision packages as presented for the 2011 Budget it was agreed
that the following items would be removed from consideration:
11) Child minding Cancelation Sechelt (Taxation)
14) Accessibility Sechelt Aquatic (Grant applied for)
16) Security Enhancements (Taxation)
17) Full Cut Off Lighting (Taxation)
The remaining decision packages (see below) are capital requirements in response to recently
completed facility audits and other capital items as requested by the SCRD Board. The Gibson’s
roof, boiler and Sechelt Arena condenser have been removed from the Round 3 list as they were
approved in Round 2.
In dealing with items in Appendix 1 it may be desirable for the Board to consider an Alternative
Approval Process to fund these capital items and to pay this back over time (10 or 20 years). This
would assist in moderating the impact to taxation and allow important projects to be implemented.
We have included the SCRD share of the CEEP project in this borrowing. Without borrowing, the
options are taxation and grants (Towns for Tomorrow and other). Without the grants, the project
would not proceed given the current Board decisions. This means the GHG emissions, and
energy saving benefits would be lost.
Given the Round 2 decisions, the information below shows that $1.374 million (assuming low
future capital reserve funding) could be borrowed through the Municipal Finance Authority (with
payback options of 10 or 20 years). This would be done through parcel tax as a parcel tax is more
desirable to continue the methodology that funded the two new facilities. Reserves would no
longer be used as a contingency, compared to the last report on this subject.
Round 2 and 3 Options and Further Discussion
The attached table lays these out a comparison of Round 2 and Round 3.
Staff feel the proposal given in Round 2 has several advantages from a financial sustainability
perspective and allows the major identified projects to be completed. Most of the items are for the
aging facilities and were expected at the time of the referendum (hence capital reserves
contributions were recommended). Others, like sound baffling for GACC and the energy project
for SAC have specific advantages.
Note that an AAP process would have to be appropriately timed and take into account the 2011
local government elections. It could occur in 2012 with staff concentrating in the near term on the
master plan and the immediate repairs to these facilities.
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As previously noted, another option would be to select some items over a longer time period
based on an evaluation (safety and building integrity first) and pay as you go. This, however,
would cause non-structural items like the GACC sound baffling to take several years to address.
Short term leasing has limitations based on the latest research. That option and internal borrowing
would not look after all of the identified needs.
Finally, the proposal also assumes since the asset life of the two older facilities (with the
recommended repairs and refurbishing) is forecast at over 20 years, both will be kept and used for
at least that time period.
Potential AAP Borrowing Repayment based on borrowings of $1,373,200
Rate
4.27%

Total Payment (Including
Principle & Interest
$173,011

Term
10 Years

Funded by Parcel Tax
(based 13,477 parcels)
$12.84 increase

4.78%

$111,753

20 Years

$8.29 increase

In Round 2 the following AAP Borrowing repayment was proposed.
Potential AAP Borrowing Repayment based on borrowings of $1,923,200
Rate
4.27%

Total Payment (Including
Principle & Interest
$242,533

Term
10 Years

Funded by Parcel Tax
(based 13,477 parcels)
$18.00 increase

4.78%

$156,660

20 Years

$11.62 increase

Building Code Issues
The Board asked for a greater explanation of Building Code related items and whether they apply
to new or older codes and could be considered mandatory. In reviewing the Facility Audit reports
for the Sunshine Coast Arena and the Gibson’s & District Aquatic Centre the following are the
“code” issues identified in the facility audit report:
1) Automated Entrance Doors
2) Disabled Change Facilities and Fixtures
3) Disabled Washroom and Fixtures
It should be noted that when these two facilities were constructed they met the requirements for
the code of the day. However, given present day requirements they are considered deficient in
these areas.
The list is not complete (or other funding is needed) if extra energy or amenity improvements (e.g.
UV for Gibsons Pool) are desired at some time.

Summary
Recreation facilities on the Sunshine Coast are in need of capital improvements with limited
capital reserves to fund these projects. In keeping with the financial sustainability policy of the
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SCRD, alternative funding options including an Alternative Approval Process should be
considered for selected recreation capital improvements.
As the Parks and Recreation Master Plan is concluded there may be additional enhancements
that are required to meet the recreational needs of Sunshine Coast residents. These items could
be added as well to the items already contained below (depending on the timing of an AAP or
considered in the longer term):
Recreation Items for AAP
Round 2
Total Cost

Item
Facility
Gibsons Aquatic Centre
Building Envelope
Code Issues
Interiors
Electrical
Fire/Safety
Mechanical
Plumbing
Site
Hot tub replacement
Sub Total
Sechelt Arena
Building Envelope
Equipment/Furnishings
Code Issues
Interiors
Electrical
Mechanical
Plumbing
Site
Boards/Glass
Sub Total
Gibsons Community Centre
Sound Baffles

Round 3
Total Cost

$ 146,000.00 $
$
6,500.00 $
$ 68,000.00 $
$ 23,000.00 $
$ 50,000.00 $
$ 149,000.00 $
$
5,700.00 $
$ 17,500.00 $
$ 60,000.00 $

6,000.00
6,500.00
68,000.00
23,000.00
50,000.00
64,000.00
5,700.00
17,500.00
60,000.00

Description - Round 3 Items (removed )

Year

Exterior Doors (Roof )
Barrier Free Entrance
Floor Finishes, Doors, Frames, Hardware
Circuit Boards, Lighting
Sprinklers, Fire Protection
HVAC, heat Exchangers, Energy Recovery (Boiler )
Toilets, Urinals, Fountains
Parking Lot, Fences
Hot Tub Replacement

2011
2011
2012
2013
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013

Exterior Doors, Frames, Windows
Score Clock, Seating, Furniture
Barrier Free Access
Ceilings, Floor Finishes, Paneling, Painting
Circuit Boards, Lighting
Motors, Pumps, Heat Exchangers (Condensor )
Toilets, urinals, Fountains
Parking Lot, fences
Boards & Glass

2012
2013
2013
2013
2012
2011
2012
2013
2012

$ 525,700.00 $ 300,700.00
$ 38,500.00 $ 38,500.00
$ 35,000.00 $ 35,000.00
$ 30,000.00 $ 30,000.00
$ 97,000.00 $ 97,000.00
$ 50,000.00 $ 50,000.00
$ 160,000.00 $ 85,000.00
$
7,000.00 $
7,000.00
$ 45,000.00 $ 45,000.00
$ 140,000.00 $ 140,000.00
$ 602,500.00 $ 527,500.00

$ 120,000.00 $ 120,000.00 Sound Baffles

Sub Total
Sechelt Aquatic Centre
Sechelt Energy Project

$ 120,000.00 $ 120,000.00

Sub Total
Contingency
Fund through reserves
Fund through AAP - 10%

$ 675,000.00 $ 300,000.00

Sub Total Proposed Recreation AAP

$ 1,923,200.00 $ 1,248,200.00

Total Proposed AAP Recreation

$ 1,923,200.00 $ 1,373,200.00

$ 675,000.00 $ 300,000.00 CEEP Project - Optional (SCRD portion only)

$

$ 125,000.00
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 18, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (February 24, 2011)

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation

RE:

Recreation Facilities – Facility Repairs

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Facility Repairs for
information.

BACKGROUND
Recommendation No. 1

Recreational Facilities

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that staff report back to
the third round of budget discussions as to the recreation facilities’ budgets since the
referendum where the tax numbers started including the year by year tax increase), along with
the repairs done to the facilities and how they have been addressed to date.
The above is handled in two staff reports i.e. 1) five year tax history, and 2) repairs (this report).
DISCUSSION
In 2007 the SCRD took over the direct management of all four major recreation facilities
contained under SCRD Function 615. To date all repairs and maintenance undertaken have
been in response to items identified according to need using various areas of actual or expected
funding:
1) Operating Budget as contained in the following accounts (Appendix 2):
a) Building Maintenance & Repairs (403)
b) Repairs/Maintenance Machinery & Equipment (447)
2) Capital Funding (from balance of borrowings or donations)
3) Grant Funding (i.e. RINC)
4) Deficiency repairs by original contractor or warranty work at no cost to the SCRD
5) Insurance payments (pending)
6) Deficiency costs unrecovered to date e.g. legal, special engineering, future repairs by original
contractors.
Cost centres were tracked for both the deficiencies and RiNC funding to keep a record for
eventual reconciliation. These figures are as follows:
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2009
Operating
GACC
SAC

2,816
21,526
24,343

Capital
GACC
SAC

RiNC Grant Deficiencies - SAC
Expenditures
Grant Funding
Appropriated Surplus
General Revenue Fund

Page 2
2010

Total

11,629
8,100
19,729

14,445
29,627
44,072

187
33,418
33,605

187
33,418
33,605

289,404
(96,458)

13,748
303,151
(3,542) (100,000)
(10,206) (10,206)
192,945
0
192,945

Overall the repairs and maintenance in recreation facilities have been carried out in response to
the preventative maintenance programs, component failure, construction deficiencies, or
through capital works projects. With the exception of deficiencies, the work has been completed
by staff where possible. Other work requires specifically trained outside contractors as the work
is highly technical in nature. The major works are contained in Appendix 1 which forms part of
this report. Appendix 2 provides financial information for accounts 403 and 447. Equipment
wear and tear is normal for recreation facilities. Deficiencies are unexpected and addressed
through the original contractors by the Construction Manager and others. The Board has
received updates in camera and that practice will continue.
This report would be incomplete if it did not address capital reserves. As part of the original
plan for Recreation Facilities, the allocation of $250,000 capital funding was to be set aside
annually for future capital works. To date this funding has not been set aside due to a desire to
reduce annual taxation.
When we review the identified needs, there is a good business case for funding to be set aside
for future capital works. The recently completed Facility Audit reports on the Sechelt Arena and
the Gibsons Aquatic Centre give more details.
Depending on how related decisions are made (e.g. AAP, staff are prepared to do more work on
a five-year capital plan.
Summary
Staff has worked within the budgets provided for the repairs and maintenance of recreation
facilities since 2007. Deficiencies are also being addressed as noted above.
Capital funding for reserves has not been included in the budget as proposed in the original
financial plan. It is becoming evident that repairs and major maintenance beyond operational
budgets is required for our recreation facilities (for the bigger ticket items as they age) or for
future enhancements.
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Appendix 1
Major Repairs and Maintenance in Recreation Facilities Since 2007
(Capital and Operating)
Gibsons Pool
New sliding glass doors.
New Cubicles.
Repainted both inside and outside of building.
Reorganized and cleaned pool baffles – removed some unnecessary ones.
Installed two new smaller boilers – might have been on a one time item.
Tiled shower floors.
Re grouted smaller pools.
Re-stained cedar soffit.
Installed new balancing valve for showers.
Installed new solenoid valves for heat exchangers.
Installed closed loop boiler system with filter and chemical treatment.
Installed new expansion tanks on boiler loop.
Installed new time / thermostat for heating – increased hydro savings.
Prepped and painted old piping in boiler room.
Painted parking lot lines / handicap stalls.
Bleached and Pressure washed all interior floors.
Installed new circ pump motor.
Installed new hot tub motor.
Repaired some laterals in sand filters and reloaded with sand.
Repaired / replaced pool lights as required.
Replaced hot tub lights and fixtures.
Replaced main piano connector from ducting to RTU.
Cleaned all HVAC Diffusers.
Performed regular preventative building and mechanical maintenance.
Sechelt Arena
Replaced plant controller.
Replaced compressor motor.
Installed new bearing and cleaned windings in several other motors on site.
Did major overhaul on compressor #2.
Replaced heater in men’s washroom. Installed new one in ladies washroom.
Replaced main circ motor in boiler room.
Replaced ceiling tiles as required.
Re-patched roof.
Touch up painted and patched siding.
Repaved entrance area around cenotaph, installed new curbs for cenotaph and
increased width of road way.
Removed some danger trees from entrance.
Made minor repairs to Zamboni.
Replaced emergency fan in boiler room.
Repaired damaged fence at the rear of the arena.
Installed new water line to the rear of arena when existing line failed.
Replaced PRV’s as necessary.
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Installed additional capacitors to lower hydro costs.
Replaced many light ballasts.
Replaced septic pump / floats.
Replaced fan motor on main boiler.
Did routine preventative building maintenance and mechanical maintenance.
GACC
Replaced court wall glass section.
Replaced court door.
Replaced RTU 5.
Major overhaul work to several other RTU units.
Replaced motor on condenser.
Replaced motor on Dehumidifier.
Repaired flooring in several rooms.
Replaced rear main seal on compressor.
Installed new power panel to assist home shows.
Installed secondary railing to raise bleacher railing height.
Installed some additional emergency lights over the ice surface.
Major repairs to Zamboni ice doors.
Major repairs to Zamboni room door.
Replaced main float for ammonia plant.
Did some parking lot line painting.
New landscape added.
Installed fencing for child minding area.
Major repairs were done to the electric Zamboni.
Repairs to HVAC units where water was migrating into roof.
Installed new lighting into the upstairs bathrooms / change rooms.
Replaced one sheet of tempered glass.
Replaced majority of over head lights tubes on dry floor.
Installed score clock.
Installed /designed skate cubbies / counters.
Had electrical installed for skate sharpener.
Had electrical installed for Zamboni battery charger.
Had electrical plug installed for ice painting pump.
Installed fire hose outlet for flooding the ice.
Installed dish washer and fridges.
Routine preventative maintenance for both mechanical and building maintenance.
SAC
Replaced salt system.
Replaced all wet ends and pumps and impellors.
Replaced heat exchangers.
Installed two additional boilers.
Installed pulley system to get motor etc up and down from filer room to pump room.
Replaced AHU1 motor.
Replaced lazy river motor.
Programming changes to DDC done for lazy river and boilers.
Installed two new chemical storage sheds with lights and heat.
Did fiber glass repair work to water slide.
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Replaced many PRV’s and back flow preventers due to dirty water.
Installed outside feed for sprinkler system.
Installed two additional UV lights.
Installed new chemical mixing system.
Repaired pool and over flow tank leaks
Installed new clocks.
Installed wain- scotting in family room.
Replaced light fixtures in fitness and gym area.
Extensive work was done on outside cedar.
Replaced main boiler pump / motor.
Replaced secondary boiler motor.
Re grouted all pools, steam room area and touched up other shower areas.
Re caulked all pools.
Made and installed cedar back boards in Sauna.
Major repair work done to steam generator.
Major repair work to sauna heater.
Built and installed shelving unit in janitor’s room.
Made and installed lost and found bench in lobby.
Properly built in safe and tiled.
Replaced mixing valves for showers.
Did cut outs for front counter/ installed glass sections.
Assisted contractors with diff work. Smoke tests etc.
Routine preventative maintenance for both mechanical and building maintenance.
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Appendix 2 - Facilities Operating Budget
2007

2008

2009

2010

Total

GACC
A

Building Repairs & Maintenance

B

Repairs & Maint Machinery Equip

C

Deficiencies

264
535

62,593
1,052

43,211
55,374
2801*

49,639
50,035
11,629

155,706
106,997
14,430

16,257
6,075

19,242
12,073

21,851
7,288

24,962
8,852

82,312
34,288

24,543
21,417

4,433
27,893

5,338
24,090

7,570
31,413

41,884
104,812

8,290
394

98,118
11,383

29,046
55,469
21,526

33,429
43,838
7981*

168,883
111,085
29,507

99,447

115,599

448,785

Sechelt Arena
A

Building Repairs & Maintenance

B

Repairs & Maint Machinery Equip

Gibsons Pool
A

Building Repairs & Maintenance

B

Repairs & Maint Machinery Equip

Sechelt Aquatic
A

Building Repairs & Maintenance

B

Repairs & Maint Machinery Equip

C

Deficiencies

A

Total Building Repairs & Maintenance

49,354 184,385

B

Total Repairs & Maint Machinery Equip

28,420

52,401

142,221

134,138

357,181

A+B

Total Building & Machinery R & M

77,775

236,787

241,668

249,737

805,967

0

0

24,327

19,610

43,937

Total Deficiencies

(* Note: Some deficiencies shown on page 2 went to other accounts)
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 18, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee February 24, 2011

FROM:

General Manager, Community Services

RE:

FUNCTION 615 – 621 COMPARISON TO REFERENDUM

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the report for Functions 615 – 621 Community Recreation Facilities comparison to
referendum be received for information.

BACKGROUND
A similar report was prepared in 2010 as part of the Financial Plan deliberations.

DISCUSSION
There have been several structural changes since the 2005 Referendum that effect the recovery
rates (for example the Job Evaluation/Classification system, new Collective Agreement and the
absorption of existing facilities in Gibsons and Sechelt).

Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
** Recovery %

Referendum 2005
$
1,097,100
$
2,369,785
$
1,272,685
46%

Referendum 2010
with COLA
increases
2010 Actual
2011 Round 2
$
1,222,837 $
1,640,255 $
1,637,532
$
2,641,381 $
4,115,354 $
4,207,802
$
1,418,545 $
2,475,099 $
2,570,270
46%
40%
39%

**This recovery rate does not include administration, reserves, leases or surplus/deficit or capital
in keeping with the 2005 referendum.
The change from the referendum is explained by the following:
•
•
•
•

The original estimates were low
The CEP/SCRD Job Evaluation Process increased HR costs
Utility prices exceeded estimated figures
Regulatory changes created some costs.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 18, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (February 24, 2011)

FROM:

Paul Fenwick – General Manager Community Services

RE:

Recreation Facilities – Five Year Tax History

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Recreation FacilitiesFive Year Tax History for information.

BACKGROUND
Recommendation No. 1

Recreational Facilities

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that staff report back to
the third round of budget discussions as to the recreation facilities’ budgets since the
referendum where the tax numbers started including the year by year tax increase), along with
the repairs done to the facilities and how they have been addressed to date.
The above is handled in two staff reports i.e. 1) five year tax history (this report), and 2) repairs.
DISCUSSION
Exhibit 1 is a table providing the requested information. Note that the accompanying report on
repairs provides greater detail for some accounts and a third report on this agenda provides
information on taxation compared to the referendum.
While the service is run on a regional basis, Directors monitor trends shown in Exhibit 2 below.
The chart in Exhibit 2 shows in the first three years more taxation went to the two Gibsons
facilities whereas in 2009 that trend was reversed. Taxation allocation was nearly equal for
2010 (ie. Gibsons $1,536,863, and Sechelt $1,526,019).
Exhibit 3 shows taxation by area for 2006 to 2010. This chart is for taxation for operations (i.e.
does not include the parcel tax). This explains why Area F Howe Sound has been a significant
contributor due to the industrial assessment. The District of Sechelt, however, has become the
biggest contributor with the SIGD, as would be expected given its assessment and size, the
smallest.
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Exhibit 1 - Five Year Summary of Revenue, Expenditures and Taxation by Recreation Facility

2006
GACC
Facility Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
Sechelt Arena
Facility Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
Gibsons Pool
Facility Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
Sechelt Aquatic
Facility Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
Gibsons Facilities
Facilities Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation
Sechelt Facilities
Facilities Revenue
Expenditures
Taxation

78,309
$ 78,309

% Change
2006 to
2007

$

193,544
$ 193,544

$

142%

1,734
191,552
$ 189,818

26%

$ 447,878
691,357
$ 243,479

27%

$ 164,663
635,474
$ 470,811

428%

$ 184,917
495,117
$ 310,200

47%

$ 166,397
827,026
$ 660,629

119%

$ 632,795
1,186,474
$ 553,679

$

371,432
$ 371,432

$

58,706
$ 58,706

$

449,741
$ 449,741

$

252,250
$ 252,250

2007

% Change
2007 to
2008

$

2008
$

196%

556,536
1,118,344
$ 561,808

% Change
2008 to
2009

$

15%

$

$

1%

115%

$

308,678
589,597
280,919

84,282
560,598
476,316

$ 1,066,898
1,734,702
$ 667,804

57%

640,818
1,678,942
$ 1,038,124

71%

$ 1,375,576
2,324,299
$ 948,723

39%

Facility Revenue includes surplus
Expenditures include debt and deficit and transfers to reserve and capital
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675,216
1,456,293
$ 781,077

2010

Total

563,541
1,657,119
$ 1,093,579

$ 1,797,027
4,501,617
$ 2,704,599

$

168,650
565,002
396,352

$ 1,079,451
2,615,946
$ 1,536,500

150,428
593,712
443,284

$

501,812
2,710,139
$ 2,208,331

$

832,033
1,961,700
$ 1,129,667

$ 2,892,908
6,408,515
$ 3,515,617

$

25%

713,969
2,250,831
$ 1,536,863

$ 2,298,839
7,211,756
$ 4,912,923

-14%

$ 1,000,683
2,526,701
$ 1,526,019

$ 3,972,359
9,024,460
$ 5,052,108

$

$

50%

$

$

-6%

$

154,245
576,446
422,201

102,439
548,923
446,484

102%

809,060
2,158,290
$ 1,349,230

$

40%

-6%

-1%

-16%

$

18%

777,655
2,005,216
$ 1,227,561

$

87%

963,305
2,734,736
$ 1,771,431

$

$

$

$

Note:

2009

% Change
2009 to
2010

$
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Exhibit 2

$2,000,000

Taxation Contributions Sechelt & Gibsons Facilities by Year

$1,800,000
$1,600,000
$1,400,000
$1,200,000
$1,000,000

Sechelt Facilities

$800,000

Gibsons Facilities

$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Also of interest is the taxation by area for the recreation facilities (the bar graphs are in the order
as shown in the chart legend) in Exhibit 3.
Exhibit 3

1,200,000

Taxation by Area by Year

1,000,000
Halfmoon Bay

800,000

Roberts Creek

600,000

Elphinstone

400,000

Howe Sound
District of Sechelt

200,000

SIGD
0
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 21, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (February 24th, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager
Paul Fenwick, General Manager Community Services

RE:

OPTIONS FOR PARKS AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report entitled Options for Parks and
Recreation Master Plan for information and provides direction to the Recreation and Parks
Services Advisory Committee regarding evaluating the proposals;
AND THAT the Coastwide trail strategy ($45,000) and Suncoaster Trail next phase ($400,000)
be excluded from the 2011 Financial Plan.

BACKGROUND
During Round 2 of the Budget, items related to the Parks and Recreation Master Plan was
referred to the Community Services Committee meeting of February 24, 2011:
AND THAT the following be deferred to the February 24, 2011 Community Services
Committee meeting:
• Package 1 - $30,000 Parks and Recreation Master Plan, with clarification of the
figures.
Recommendation No. 6 Function 665 Bicycle & Walking Paths
The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Parks
Planning Coordinator’s report regarding Bicycle and Walking Paths [665] 2011 R2 Decision
Package be received;
AND THAT the report be referred to the February 24, 2011 Community Services meeting for
discussion.
Recommendation No. 7 Function 630 Schools Facilities Joint-Use
The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Manager of
Parks Services’ report regarding Function 630 Joint Use 2011 R1 Budget Decision Package
be received;
AND THAT the report be deferred to the February 24th, 2011 Community Services
Committee meeting.
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Recommendation No. 5 Function 650 Community Parks
The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the following
decision packages be deferred to the February 24, 2011 Community Services meeting:
• Package 12 - $45,000 Coast-wide, SCRD-Led Trail Strategy;
• Package 11 - $400,000 Extension of Suncoaster Trail
AND FURTHER THAT the planning of the Suncoaster Trial be referred to the February 24,
2011 Community Services Committee meeting.
DISCUSSION
This report has been reviewed by a sub-committee of the Recreation and Parks Services
Advisory Committee (on February 21, 2011). Staff appreciates this input but take responsibility
for this report and its recommendations.
Staff does not recommend that the Coast-wide trail strategy ($45,000) be included at this time
for these reasons:
•

It complicates the overall master plan by introducing areas/assets that are not under the
control of the SCRD

•

SCRD may be in a conflict in managing this plan as it is a user of trails/ Crown licenses

•

Downloading due to no Provincial funding

•

Other ways may be found to deal with immediate trail conflicts/issues e.g. community
mediation process, and mapping and coordinating future/existing trails

•

Financial pressures

Staff does not recommend that the extension of the Suncoaster Trail ($400,000) be included in
the Financial Plan at this time due to the following reasons:
•

No funding

•

Planning is far from complete

•

Staff resources are limited

•

Other work plan priorities for 2011

•

No updated Parks and Recreation Master Plan to form a framework

•

Community engagement is required before continuing this project.

(Note: see accompanying report on Planning the Suncoaster Trail)
Previous Budget Rounds showed master plan funding as follows:
Functions Included
in Master Plan
650- Community
Parks
635- Joint Use
615- Recreation
Facilities
665- Bike/Walkways
625- Pender Pool
TOTAL

2011 Funding
Requested
$30,000

2012 Funding
Anticipated
$15,000

$ 3,200
$52,000

$ 1,000
$14,000

$ 4,200
$ 66,000

$ 5,000
$ 3,000
$93,200

$ 2,000
$ 1,000
$33,000

$ 7,000
$ 4,000
$126,200
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The above breakdown was developed by staff taking into account:
•
•
•

There is a previous Parks Master Plan (2005).
Joint Use will concentrate on playing fields as previously ratified as a priority by the
SD46 and SCRD Board.
Recreation facilities are an important component (670 no longer exists in a major
fashion).

Request for Proposals Information
The RFP submissions have been opened and staff have commenced to review them as has a
sub-committee of RPSAC. RPSAC is the Steering Committee for the project.
Cost Rank Order of Proposals as follows:
1. $ 52,098
2. $ 69,540
3. $ 80,785
4. $ 86,880
5. $ 99,750
6. $110,975
7. $111,460
8. $125,470
9. $145,700
10. $155,980
It is estimated, it would take the sub-committee and staff 12 hours to evaluate the proposals as
per the RFP criteria and to develop a short list for interviews. If four firms were interviewed this
would take one or preferably two days. The RFP included the following schedule:
1. Issuance of RFP
2. Receive Proposals
3. Evaluation
4. Interview if necessary
5. Award Contract & Commence Work
6. Project completion

December 3, 2010
February 11, 2011
April 2011
April 2011
May 2011
February 2012

As noted above, members of the Steering Committee met on February 21st and noted:
•
•
•

Parks, trails and recreation facilities bring significant health and economic benefits to the
Sunshine Coast
The need exists for an integrated plan—the outcomes bring tangible benefits and doing
the components together is logical and beneficial
The Committee members support the SCRD Strategic Plan and feel the Joint Parks and
Recreation Master Plan will create an important legacy.

The master plan will only be successful if good public engagement occurs. This may involve a
variety of techniques including a public survey. The latter is recommended however it is an
expensive component and must occur at the right time to inform the consultant and Steering
Committee. This affects the timing and incremental cost of the project.
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Options
1. Continue the Master Plan selecting a consultant as per the RFP terms aiming to
substantially complete in 2011 (as per original RFP Feb. 2012 completion—see above
funding breakdown).
2. Continue the Master Plan selecting a consultant as per the RFP terms and negotiate
phasing the project over two years to reduce the cost in 2011 (say 50 to 60 percent
compared to original RFP with completion in 2012 depending on how the social survey
is managed).
3. Defer the Master Plan i.e. no funding 2011 however include funding in 2012 and 2013.
Staff and the Steering Committee could take some steps to be ready to proceed in 2012.
4. Cancel the Master Plan due to other funding priorities or to reduce costs as directed by
the Board.
Staff recommend either Option1 or Option 2. The RPSAC previously recommended Option 1.
The Steering Committee and staff could provide a short list and more detailed financial master
plan information for inclusion in Round 3. This means the sub-committee and staff would have
to provide a report on the short list at that time (deadline for reports for Round 3 is March 1st)
therefore somewhat rushing the evaluation. Interviews with consultants are not possible in that
time frame.
The Board may also like to add one or two Directors to RPSAC as recommended by RPSAC in
time to include a Director(s) on the interview panel.
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"O"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 17, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee February 24, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

UPDATE ON SHIRLEY MACEY PARK FIELD DRAINAGE

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives for information the staff report entitled
Update on Shirley Macey Park Field Drainage;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the Board provides direction as to
a preferred option.
BACKGROUND
During the January 20, 2011 Community Services Committee Meeting the following resolution
was passed;
Recommendation No. 11 Shirley Macey Field
The Community Services Committee recommended that the issue of drainage at
Shirley Macey Park playing field be referred to staff to investigate.
Staff also reviewed the Directives Log and found the following recommendations:
108/05 3
24/02/2005 Address drainage, engineering & cost analysis in budget process
676/06 25
02/11/2006 Report on drainage issues at Shirley Macey Park & Cliff Gilker
During the February 14, 2011 Corporate Services Committee Round 2 Budget meeting the
following resolution was passed;
AND THAT the following be deferred to the February 24th, 2011 meeting:
•

Shirley Macey Park Project, with staff reporting back on the remedial work that
was done and the outcome of that work, as well as options on using the
remaining $18,0000 and a portion of the unallocated Parks Master Plan funds.
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DISCUSSION
When Shirley Macey Park (SMP) fields were initially built, they were constructed on a limited
budget. Recent experience has shown that greater investment in capital/construction yields
benefits in the nature of a field. On that note, staff have had very positive reports from users of
the new Pender Harbour Lions Field and it has had few field closures.
There will be no perfect solution for the SMP fields unless a significant renovation is budgeted
and completed. Staff have a few suggestions outlined in this report for consideration.
Timeline for Field Drainage Actions:
Date
Action
2000
Construction of Shirley Macey Playing Fields
2006

May 25, 2007

Jan. - Sept. 2008

July 28, 2008

Aug 2008

Drainage concerns noted.
1st Team Consulting Ltd conducted a site visit September 20, 2006
and provided first report.
R.F. Binnie Report received with five recommendations on how to
remediate drainage problems. Price range for those options was
$110,000 - $540,000.
Field was closed to allow staff to assess field conditions without
traffic impact. It was noted that when growing conditions improved,
water retention decreased, the grass became hardier (sheer
strength) & cultivar infill improved substantially.
R.F. Binnie Report received with four partial solutions to be tried:
• Frequent deep coring
• Exposure of drains and video inspection
• Small trenches with different material
• Education for dog owners re: field damage
Three areas of Field #1 excavated to expose drainage lines. Video
inspection of drainage piping completed.
Test grid off Field #1 end zone area, used local washed sand.
Excavate small trenches approximately 200 millimeters
wide extending down to the same depth as the top of the
drain rock in the perforated laterals. The trenches should
be cut perpendicular to the existing perforated pipes at
intervals of approx. 3 meters in the test section. The
excavated trenches should be filled with drain rock material
(birds eye gravel) and then the growing medium place back
over the trenches.

March 2009

Grid(s) installed on the #1 Sport Field (using Pender Sports Lions
Field sand)
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In 2009, Parks staff began modifications as per the consultant’s report to two of the areas of the
#1 field (approx size 17,000 sq feet). Excess sand from Pender Harbour Lions Field (Fraser
River Sand) was used for the infill into the trenches. This sand had been previously tested and
drains extremely well. The areas that were modified appear to be draining more freely than
other areas of the field.
There would need to be substantial funding to complete this type of renovation overall and staff
is unclear if this will entirely alleviate the drainage problems. The 2007 Consultant’s (Binnie)
report states that this style of mediation is not recommended as a standalone solution. At the
time of the Binnie Report, five options were presented ranging in price from $110,000 $540,000. Partial implementation of Option 4a was chosen, however, the report clearly noted
that “ this is only a partial improvement and not recommended as a standalone solution”.
The 2008 report did recommend the starting of a ‘deep coring’ procedure. This was performed
in April and September 2008 along with ‘slicing’ of the field with our machinery. Deep tine
coring was done on this specific field in 2009 and 2010.
Staff did not continue with further ‘gridding’ once the Fraser Valley sand was exhausted.
Shirley Macey Field Renovation Expenditure Breakdown to date
Ray AudetExploration of existing drain lines
Construct Grid System
Fill-in with sand & gravel
Sechelt Plumbing – Camera Exploration
Sand - Pender Harbour Lions Field - (Chargeback)
Transport of sand by Indian Isle to Fielders Bros. for screening
Fielders Bro. screening
Fast Trax- Transport Fielders to SMP
Other miscellaneous charges in 2007- 2008
Total Spent in 2010
Funds Spent in 2009
Total

$ 4,427
$ 470
$10,000
$ 6,500
$ 714
$ 945
$ 5,066
$28,122
$ 3,388
$31,510

Funds Remaining in 2011 $18,490
Staff have seen some improvements in the gridded sections. New wet spots are also appearing
in areas of the field that traditionally have not been wet. Staff believes that the combination of
compacting, underground springs, excessive rain and poor conductivity drainage of the sand all
contribute to the wet conditions together with land clearing upslope. Since upslope development
occurred, staff has noticed increased water on the fields.
Estimation for completion Field #1
Remaining area to be remedied by grid - 69,120 sq feet
Material Required:
276 tonnes pea gravel
920 tonnes washed sand = 65 truck loads
Trucking @ $110 hr (3 loads/hour)
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Excavator - Dig trenches and removal of material
Load pea gravel to spread
Load sand to cover trenches
Spread and grade
Seed and Fertilize
Contingency
Total

Page 4
$20,712

$ 2,800
$ 6,000
$48,095 plus staff time
(approx 2 staff x 20 days)

This is a preliminary cost estimate; actual quotations will be gathered if the Board wishes to
proceed with this project. This estimate would allow for additional gridding in the known wet
areas (and not a full field renovation). The field would be out of service to all users for approx.
10-12 months depending upon time of year and construction starts and stops.

As an alternative, staff could intensify our deep tine/coring maintenance by 3-4 times a year and
increase field slicing to one time per month. As per previous consultant’s recommendations,
this will improve overall playability of the field and allow users to continue with scheduled
events. The cost would be approximately $2,000 per procedure and would be combined with
field use management. This to a degree should be considered to supplement the grid work
going forward.

Cliff Gilker Park
During the research conducted to gather information on Shirley Macey Field, staff found a
section of the first report that references Cliff Gilker Part- the second part of the following
directive:
676/06 25
02/11/2006 Report on drainage issues at Shirley Macey Park & Cliff Gilker
1st Team Consulting – September 20, 2006
Cliff Gilker Park suffers from overuse in the lit areas and is unlikely to be able to be
brought up to standard suitable for extensive practice or high level of play without a
major rebuild.
That is the only information on file regarding drainage for that field.
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"P"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 4, 2011

TO:

Community Services- February 24, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

HALL REVENUES AND EXPENSES

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Parks Services Manager’s report entitled Hall Revenue and Expenses be
received for information.

BACKGROUND
At the Special Community Services meeting of February 4th, 2011 the following
recommendation was passed.

Recommendation No. 3 Hall Rentals
The Community Services Committee recommended that staff provide information
on revenues for hall rentals broken down by each hall for 2010.

DISCUSSION

HALLS

Outdoor
Janitorial/
Building Repairs Maintenance Cleaning Contracts
and Maintenance Landscaping Supplies Operating

Coopers Green Hall
Chaster House
Frank West Hall
Cardinall Hall
Granthams Hall
Katherine Lake

Revenue
2010

Net Loss

259.52
19,514.94
3,225.57
1,949.56
6,861.80

58.75
26.43
131.45
111.81
845.26

903.48 15,920.46
244.11 7,880.50
467.82 7,880.50
1,039.48 8,286.99
123.86 3,129.18

17,142.21 7,363.49
27,665.98 5,731.03
11,705.34 4,943.43
11,387.84 7,556.48
10,960.10 10,613.62

-9,778.72
-21,934.95
-6,761.91
-3,831.36
-346.48

1,063.64

1,983.97

1,920.36 24,720.90

29,688.87 24,800.19

-4,888.68

\\scrd.ad\files\Data\PRK\Budget\2011

expenses.docx

Total
Expense

Budget\Reports-DP's\650-Halls revenue and
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"Q"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 4, 2011

TO:

Community Services- February 24, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

PARKS MASTER PLAN TRAIL FUNDING

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Parks Services Manager’s report entitled Parks Master Plan Trail Funding be
received for information;
AND THAT staff be authorized to carry forward the funds required to pay the invoice for
the Gambier Island Beach Trail- $5,400 to 2011;
AND THAT a resolution be made to record the expenditures of Parks Master Plan Trail
Funds Area F to show expenditures for Po Road ($1,015.18) and Williamson Rd for
($4,005.93) for 2010 respectively from the Area F Trail Funding.

BACKGROUND
The project for the “Gambier Island Beach Trail” was budgeted at a cost of $6000 in 2010. A
report went to the September 16th 2010 Community Services Meeting asking for these funds to
be transferred into the 2010 Financial Plan from the Area F PMP trail funding budget.
DISCUSSION
The Gambier Island trail work was completed in September of 2010 however the invoice was
not received until February 4, 2010. At the time of budget carry forward, staff were not aware
this project had not been paid for. Therefore we are requesting the budget detail and funds be
amended in 2011 to provide for funding in account 01-5-650-151 and record the expenditure
from account 01-6-650-470 to allow payment of this invoice.
While staff were researching this item we became aware that there was a project completed in
2010 marked “PMP- Trail F Po Rd”. This item was expended at a cost of $1,015.18 however
the plan was not updated to show that this in fact was approved to be done. As a housekeeping
item, we require a resolution to correct this in the records.
At this time we should also note that the Project that was approved “PMP Trail F- Williamson
Rd” was approved for $3,000 however costs for this came in at $4,005.93. We would like to
have a resolution to approve this change in the records as well.
Current Balance of the Area F trail funding will be: $15,301.

\\scrd.ad\files\Data\PRK\Budget\2011 Budget\Reports-DP's\650-Parks-MP- Trails- outstand invoice.docx
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A subsequent report will be coming to the Board in March for discussion on how to spend the
remaining funds moving forward in 2011. Parks staffs are reviewing the feasibility of priorities
from the trail network plan as well as past suggestions from Directors to bring forward this list for
consideration.

Area B PMP Trail Construction

Funds
Remaining in
2011
$
18,180

Area D PMP Trail Construction

$

9,237

Area E PMP Trail Construction

$

25,077

Area F PMP Trail Construction

$

15,301

Total $

67,795

Location
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"R"
Referral to Community Services Committee from February 14, 2011 Corporate and
Administrative Services Committee - R2 Budget Meeting

Recommendation No. 6

Function 665 Bicycle & Walking Paths

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Parks Planning
Coordinator’s report regarding Bicycle and Walking Paths [665] 2011 R2 Decision Package be
received;
AND THAT the report be referred to the February 24, 2011 Community Services meeting for
discussion;
AND THAT the Parks Planning Co-ordinator’s report regarding the Fusing of the Bicycle
Walking Path [665] with Community Parks [650] be received;
AND THAT the report be deferred to a future Community Services Committee meeting, with
staff reporting back on which trails are in Function 665 as opposed to Function 650 and, with
respect to the trails or walking paths in Function 665, the maintenance being spent on them;
AND FURTHER THAT the budget Bicycle & Walking Paths [665] be referred to the third
round of budget meetings as presented.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

January 28, 2011

TO:

Corporate & Administrative Service Committee (R2) February 14, 2011

FROM:

Sam Adams, Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

FUNCTION 665 BICYCLE & WALKING PATHS - 2011 R2 BUDGET DECISION PACKAGE

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Parks Planning Coordinator’s report regarding Bicycle and Walking Paths,
Function 665, 2011 R2 Budget Decision Package be received for information.

Background
During the first round of 2011 budget discussions in January, the Board requested select
decision packages be referred to Round 2 for additional information and/or consideration.
Discussion
Recommendation from Round 1:
Recommendation No. 15

Function 665 Bicycle & Walking Paths

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the following
be included in the 2011 budget from Gas Tax funds:
•

Package 1 - $115,000 Area B Redroofs South from Coopers Green;

•

Package 2 - $8,000 Area D Planning and Construction of Lower Road; and

•

Package 3 - $20,000 Area F Marine Drive Two-way Design

AND THAT Package 4, $5,000 for the Parks and Recreation Master Plan be referred to
the second round of budget discussions;
AND FURTHER THAT the budget for Bicycle & Walking Paths [665] be referred to the
second round of budget meetings are amended.
Recommendation No. 14

Function 650 Community Parks

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Manager
of Parks Services’ report regarding Parks Staff Allocation be received for information;
AND THAT staff report back on the possibility of fusing the Cycle/Walking Paths,
Function 665 with Parks, Function 650, except for those paths on the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure’s (MOTI) right-of-way and maintained by them.
Staff are also working on a report for Round 2 that will address the 2nd part of Recommendation
No. 14 from Round 1 budget.
C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet

Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\665-Bike-Walking-Paths-R2.docx
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2011 R2 Decision Packages
Definition of Mandatory Projects involve:
1) Safety; 2) Imminent Asset Failure; and/or 3) Regulatory Compliance Issues)
4.

Proposed Enhancement /
Project / Reduction

Parks and Recreation Master Plan

Rating:
(State if Project Mandatory)

+1 Enhancement

2011 Financial Implications:

$5,000 - Other Professional Fees, # 01-2-665-387

Funding Source(s)

Taxation

Future Financial Implications:

$2,000 will be required in 2012 as this is anticipated to be
a 2-year process.

Relation to Financial
Sustainability Policy

Financial sustainability aspects are included in the terms
of reference.

Relation to Corporate
Strategic Plan

Is directed in the Master Plan

Rationale / Service Impacts:

Inclusion of the Bike and Walking Paths function in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan would
allow for community discussions regarding future paths bicycle/walking paths. The SCRD
Strategic Plan – July 2010 to December 2011 – clearly states objectives which encompass this
function. Including but not limited to: Water – by the reduction of non point source pollution from
vehicles which affects water quality; Financial Sustainability - by diversification of the economy
through bicycle tourism and allowing residents alternatives to expensive vehicle operation;
Social and Environmental Sustainability by allowing for regional energy and emissions reduction
through increased active transpiration options; Collaborative Leadership – through discussion
and interaction with local bicycle and active transportation groups and municipal partners.
The Strategic Parks Master Plan was created in 2004 with the intention of updating every 5
years. The timeline has passed and the current community priorities and economic realities
need to be incorporated into the new plan moving forward. The updated plan will take the newly
adopted Board Strategic Plan priorities into consideration in an effort to work towards more
collaborative leadership and environmental and financial sustainability. This is co-funded with
other SCRD functions.
Synergies are achieved through an integrated Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
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Referral to Community Services Committee from February 14, 2011 Corporate and
Administrative Services Committee - R2 Budget Meeting

Recommendation No. 7

Function 630 Schools Facilities Joint-Use

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Manager of Parks
Services’ report regarding Function 630 Joint-Use 2011 R1 Budget Decision Package be
received;
AND THAT the report be deferred to the February 24th, 2011 Community Services Committee
meeting;
AND FURTHER THAT the budget for Joint Use [630] be referred to the third round of budget
meetings as presented.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

January 28, 2011

TO:

Corporate & Administrative Service Committee (R2) February 14, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell- Parks Services Manager

RE:

FUNCTION 630 JOINT-USE 2011 R2 BUDGET DECISION PACKAGE

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Parks Services Manager’s report regarding Joint-Use, Function 630, 2011 R2
Budget Decision Package be received for information.

Background
During the first round of 2011 budget discussions in January, the Board requested select
decision packages be referred to Round 2 for additional information and/or consideration.
Discussion
This function has been the subject of much discussion in the past few months. At present there
are no joint projects scheduled for this function. Staff will be working with the other Sports Field
owners on the coast (including SD 46) to discuss potential collaboration opportunities. These
discussions could continue under the Community Parks function 650 as that is where the
funding to maintain the SCRD fields comes from.

2010 Year-end Surplus/Deficit
Year-end Surplus / (Deficit)

$ 849

Reason(s) for:
Salaries and Wages and Benefits were under budget by a small amount. No projects
were funded through this function in 2010.
Options: (Select as appropriate)
_____ Transfer to Reserves
_____ Transfer to Rate Stabilization
__X___ Use for One-time Expenditure (Decision Package No. 1)
_____ Repay Outstanding Debt (Leases)
As per section 4.4 of the SCRD Financial Sustainability Policy.

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet

Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\630-Joint-Use-R2.docx
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2011 R2 Decision Packages (in priority order)
(Definition of Mandatory Projects involve:
1) Safety; 2) Imminent Asset Failure; and/or 3) Regulatory Compliance Issues)
1

Proposed Enhancement /
Project / Reduction

Inclusion of Joint Use in Parks and Recreation Master
Plan for discussion on Playing Fields

Rating:
(State if Project Mandatory)

n/a

2011 Financial Implications:

$3,200
01-2-630-387 Other Professional Fees

Funding Source(s)

2010 Surplus and Taxation

Future Financial Implications:

$1,000 requested for 2012

Relation to Financial
Sustainability Policy
Relation to Corporate
Strategic Plan

Collaborative leadership

Rationale / Service Impacts:

It has been discussed at various meetings and directed by the Board that Playing Fields/School
Joint Use be included in the Parks and Recreation Master Plan for consultation with S.D. 46 and
others.

Staff recommends including the following decision packages in the 2011 budget:
1. Inclusion in Parks and Recreation Master Plan ($3,200)
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"T"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 15th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee February 24th, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

Unallocated Parks Master Plan Borrowed Funds

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report from the Parks Services Manager
entitled unallocated Parks Master Plan borrowing funds for information.
AND THAT the Committee recommend to the SCRD Board use of the remaining unallocated
PMP funds for the Roberts Creek Estuary, Ocean Beach Esplanade and Shirley Macey Park
drainage.

BACKGROUND
During Round 2 of the Budget the following items related to the Unallocated Parks Master Plan
borrowing were referred to the Community Services Committee meeting of Feb 24th, 2011:
AND THAT the following be referred to the February 24, 2011 Community Services
Committee meeting:
•

Package 6 - $1,200 Roberts Creek Estuary Park Professional Assessment with
staff reporting back on unallocated Parks Master Plan funds that could be used
for the Roberts Creek Estuary and Ocean Esplanade shoreline project.

DISCUSSION
Staff have researched the Parks Borrowing Bylaw and found the following sections appropriate
for discussion:
The preamble for the bylaw says:
AND WHEREAS the Board of the Sunshine Coast Regional District wishes to make
improvements to the Community Parks in accordance with the Parks Master Plan;
The information package for the AAP stated:
The SCRD Board has initiated an alternative approval process to borrow funds for
capital items identified in the Master Plan.
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Staff have identified three projects that could be undertaken over the next two years to utilize
the remaining funds in question:
•
•
•

Roberts Creek Shoreline/Beach Nourishment
Ocean Beach Esplanade- Shoreline Management
o Note: $15,000 ‘Operating’ carried forward in 2011
Shirley Macey Park Field Drainage Remedy
o $18,490 PMP funding already allocated

Unallocated PMP Budget Remaining
Unallocated PMP funds
Interest Earned on PMP funds
Total

$
$
$

50,025
35,861
85, 886

Exhibit 1 is the previously provided Parks Master Plan funds summary
Shoreline Mitigation/Beach Nourishment
It is felt that the Shoreline Management projects could be considered “Environmental
Management Strategies”. EMS strategy is identified in the Parks Master Plan so it is felt that
this would qualify under the Bylaw.
Ocean Beach Esplanade has had its study undertaken and a plan developed so now more work
could commence. There is a budget carried forward from 2010 of $15,000 that could be
enhanced by these funds.
Roberts Creek Estuary requires professional work to be done before the scope of the work
could be specifically developed and a plan in put in place for the works.
Shirley Macey Park Fields
There is an accompanying report on this agenda that outlines some recommendations for the
Shirley Macey Park Field drainage concerns.
Potential allocation of the funds
Based on staff analysis of needs and preliminary cost estimates:
Item

Already proposed or approved

Roberts Creek Estuary
Ocean Beach Esplanade
Shoreline management
Shirley Macey Park field
drainage

$1,200 proposed
$15,000 carried forward 2010
$18,490 remaining PMP
$31,510 spent in 09-10

Remaining Total
PMP
$26,200
25,000
$40,000
25,000
35,000

$88,000

As these funds are already in a holding account, the Board may wish to delay a final decision
until cost estimates can be provided on the three projects.
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$

60,000
150,000
(100,000)
50,000

200,000

Area F PMP Trail Construction (3 years x $20,0$

PMP Upgrade Priority Field (1 per Year)
$
(re-allocate funds from Priority fields to PH Sports f
Total allocation
$
1st park - Shirley Macey Park
$
$
$
$

PMP Connor Park

Unallocated PMP funds
Interest Earned on PMP funds

Total

1,240,256

50,025
40,231

$

60,000

Area E PMP Trail Construction (3 years x $20, $

$

$

$

$
$
$

60,000

Area D PMP Trail Construction (3 years x $20, $
Roberts Creek Pier

$

$

60,000

(56,365)
3,635

Area B PMP Trail Construction (3 years x $20, $

$

60,000

Area A PMP Trail Construction (3 years x $20,
(re-allocate funds fromTrails Area A to PH Sports
field) per Director Rees

Total Allocation

500,000
100,000
56,365
656,365

PMP PH Sports Field
(re-allocate funds from Priority fields to PH Sports f
(re-allocate funds fromTrails Area A to PH Sports f
Total allocation
$

790,018

-

28,122

21,065

11,793

25,948
11,957
37,905

41,820

3,635

645,678

$

PMP Summary of Funds as of 2009 AB Budge PMP Plan

B

PMP funds
spent 07-08

A

PARKS MASTER PLAN FUNDING SUMMARY TO 2010

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

-

5,010

-

-

-

-

-

64,807 $ 129,520

4,370

1,519 $ 124,510

3,388 $

13,224 $

23,130 $

12,858 $

-

-

10,687 $

PMP funds PMP Funds
spent in
spent in
2009
2010

$

$

50,025
35,861

73,970 $

18,490 $

20,701 $

25,077 $

9,237 $

18,180 $

-

-

$ 251,540 $

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

4,506 $

$
$

4,506 $

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PMP Funds CFWD to
balance end 2011
of 2010
Budget

D

247,034

50,025
35,861

69,464

18,490

20,701

25,077

9,237

18,180

-

-

Bal of PMP
Funding
available for
2011 budget
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Exhibit 1

"U"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 14, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – February 24, 2011

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Staff

RE:

Monthly Report – Parks and Recreation Divisions

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the Parks and Recreation
Division Monthly report for November 2010 be received by the SCRD Board as
information.
The Recreation Division has been giving priority to the following activities for this reporting
period:
A.

Operations & Maintenance



















Gibson’s Pool
General preventative maintenance - ongoing.
Had problems with domestic water, showers were fluctuating in temperature – replaced
mixing valve which has corrected the problem.
Sand filter was leaking sand into the pool because a tube had disconnected inside the
filter. Staff have since repaired the problem.
PRV was leaking on the main boiler. As such this valve has been replaced.
The two (2) ballast tanks on the main boiler were flooded which damaged the bladders
inside, the problem has now been rectified with the replacement of two (2) new tanks.
Replaced a new spray nozzle onto the hot tub to replace the one which had broken.
GACC
General preventative maintenance is ongoing.
All Christmas ice paintings were removed from the ice.
The new door for the racket ball court was installed and the court is now back in use.
The float valve on the refrigeration valve was replaced. The plant is operating normally
now.
Several RTU units were repaired and are back in operation.
The upstairs floors in the main lobby were redone.
SAC
General preventative maintenance - ongoing.
We have been receiving complaints of water temperatures at our deck shower and drinking fountain. A new check valve has been installed in our cold water line to prevent any
migration of hot water from entering. Staff are monitoring the results to determine if further adjustments are required.
We have had problems with our showers in the change room fluctuating from cold to hot.
Temporary signage warning our patrons was installed. Our contractor has determined
the problem is a faulty mixing valve. We are waiting for parts and hope to have this repaired ASAP.
Christmas decorations were taken down.
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Staff have been successful in completing some alterations to AHU1 which allows us to
have this taken off the confined space list making basic maintenance tasks on this unit
much easier.
Sechelt Arena
General preventative maintenance - ongoing.
The 60 hp compressor motor for Compressor # 2 failed. A spare unit was installed and
the old electric motor has been sent out to be overhauled.
Several sheets of plexi-glass have broken recently so new sheets have been cut, routered and installed.
The front window of the entrance door was broken and has been replaced.
All Christmas ice decorations were removed.
RECREATION
Access and Inclusion

C.



Canadian Tire Jumpstart Foundation for Families: A press release was issued to
thank the Foundation for Families for their generous support of Sunshine Coast families
and also to thank the local Canadian tire dealer for their funder raiser to help local kids.
In 2010 our local Chapter (of which SCRD Recreation is the Chair) allocated $7,166.32,
which meant that a total of 86 Sunshine Coast children and youth were provided with
assistance. In 2011 Jumpstart continues to provide support to low income kids. They
sponsor a large group (15- 20 weekly) of low income teens to attend the Friday Night
teen skate in Gibsons. This is an excellent partnership.



Linking with Health: A special effort is being made this spring to connect with Vancouver Coastal Health staff, doctors and others to forge stronger links between the health
care system and SCRD Recreation. Staff are seeking ways to obtain funds from the
health care system to support vulnerable populations to access physical activity opportunities.



Move for Health Day Planning: To promote the health benefits of physical activity,
staff are in the preliminary stages of planning a range of free public activities to be held.
Links are being made with the BCRPA, VCH, BC Arthritis Society, BC Medical Association and others. Here are a few things in the works to encourage people to get moving: 2
for 1 on drop-in admission at all SCRD rec. sites, refreshments after dryland fitness/aquafit classes, free health information lectures and free one on one fitness consultations with a volunteer physiotherapist.
GIBSONS AND AREA COMMUNITY CENTRE (GACC)

1) Youth Centre
262 drop-ins by youth for the month of January.
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Drop-In Sports Night - Sports Night ran all four Fridays this month, as we are now able to
use Gibsons Elementary Gym when Elphie gym is not available. Youth played soccer,
dodgeball and capture the flag, an average of seven (7) youth attended per night.
Food bank - Food has begun to trickle in through the donation bin in the lobby of GACC. As
soon as a good base supply is achieved, youth will be able to access food and information
regarding further resources at the Youth Centre. Staff are also linking with the Food Bank to
get some additional food items.
Friday night Ice Skating- Continued to run each Friday from 6:45 p.m.-7:45 p.m. (until
March 4th).
Youth Cooking Program - Friday Night Dinner progr a.m. continues to be a success with an
average of 15 youth attending each week and helping with menu planning, shopping and
preparation of food. A request for more funding has been submitted to the Rotary Club.
Girls Group - Girls Group is up and running again each Saturday from 2 - 3 p.m. The free
Girls yoga drop-in continues to be successful and will run until March 19th. An average of 5
girls have been attending each week.
Wireless Wednesdays - Each Wednesday continues to be X-Box free. Youth are encouraged to participate in other activities such as pool, cards, te a.m. building g a.m.es or board g
a.m.es.
Leadership Group - The first Youth Leadership Group meeting was held and was attended
by staff and five (5 ) youth. The leadership group will be responsible for helping to decide on
and plan events and activities being held at the Youth Centre each month. They will also
learn to improve their leadership skills through planned activities and volunteering in the
community. As a result, youth have been out in the community canvassing businesses for
donations to support the Youth Centre, and are volunteering to run a concession stand at an
upcoming Valentine‟s Ballroom dance at GACC.
Skate Park Mentorship Grant - staff have applied for a grant through the Vancouver Foundation to create a youth mentorship program aimed at creating a positive environment at the
Skate Park and promoting safe riding practices. Phase one will involve creating a youth
skate boarding event to promote the park, phase two will involve training youth as mentors
and supporting them at the Park. This will help build relationships between the youth centre
and the youth at the park to create a more positive and safe environment. This is a partnership between GLCS and Recreation, with GLCS providing the funding, Rec providing in kind
support.

2) Seniors Wellness Centre
Drop In
23 Seniors took part in the drop in for January.


Activities included gentle yoga for seniors, a smoothie workshop and a knitting day. One
91 year old regular has commented that she really enjoys the drop in as she can walk to
to GACC and it is one of the few activities she can independently participate in.

Seniors Wellness Centre Host


This is a new volunteer run program. Tess Brady, a retired nurse and fitness enthusiast, is
onsite Friday afternoons from 1 to 2:30 p.m. She acts as a host to welcome seniors, explains
how to use equipment, provides Par Q forms (a self evaluation tool to see if a physician‟s
approval is required prior to exercising) and provides encouragement. In the 2 sessions run
in January, 18 seniors came in to work out, and almost half purchased 10 punch passes. We
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will hopefully use this to provide a stepping stone to creating seniors group fitness classes,
as needs are identified.
3) Courts




January saw 724 court users in total, up again from previous months despite court 2 being
out of commission with a broken door for part of January. Squash usage has increased while
Racquetball usage remains steady, and Wallyball usage has dropped significantly due to
lack of coach availability.
Junior squash program is full, with potential to expand sessions in the fall.

4) Adapted Programs





Music Explorations (in partnership with Sunshine Coast Association for Community Living) –
75 participants.
Adapted Fitness Class (in partnership with ICAN and VCH) – 76 participants. This program
was developed by Brenda Wilkes from VCH and is funded through donations garnered
through the Rotary Club, ICAN etc. Participants were recently assessed by a physiotherapist
who reported incredible improvements in balance, coordination, fitness, and weight loss
among participants. Recreation provides the space at the discounted partner rate and hires
the instructors for the program.
Nia for Adults with Developmental Disabilities – 14 registered participants.

5) Drop-In Fitness Schedule





909 participants attended the 15 classes offered per week in January.
Early Bird classes were discontinued due to poor attendance.
Staff are investigating adding Indoor Cycling classes to the Registration progr a.m. fitness
schedule.
137 children are signed into the Child-minding service at GACC.

6) Shakeout Drill and Howe Sound Community Forum



On January 26, staff ran a successful Shakeout Earthquake drill at GACC. SCACL
participants, parents and tots, and fitness participants were given the opportunity to take
part, risks were identified.
GACC successfully accommodated the Howe Sound Community Forum in conjunction with
Seniors scrub hockey, a music program. for adults with developmental disabilities in the
Youth Centre, a full seniors bridge club, parent tot drop in, and fitness classes in the
wellness studio. Town of Gibsons staff reported no sound disruption and a very successful
event. Some rescheduling of programs and participants occurred, but a great showcase day
occurred for our facility.
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ARENA INFORMATION
1) GACC - Arena
Staff are working on the March Recreation guide that includes Spring Break, Dry Floor,
and Summer programs (Hockey school). This year staff are also working with the
Communication Officer designing and producing a Summer Hockey School information
pamphlet with the goal of doubling hockey school registration numbers.
Special Events
Staff have partnered with the Sechelt Fire Department and the RCMP to bring back the
Charity Battle of the Badges fund raiser game to fight Muscular Dystrophy. This special
event takes place at GACC on Saturday February 26th at 7:00 p.m. The SCRD has
helped with promotions and ticket sales for the big event. There will be demonstrations
by the Minor Hockey (Tykes) and the Skate Club. The Skate club is running a
concession for the event. This event will also be a rally for the Kraft Hockeyville bid and
staff has been working with the Minor Hockey parents that originally wrote to Kraft.
More Kraft Hockeyville
The Sunshine Coast jumped up to second position in our region for stories and photos.
Nakusp & District Sports Complex
Sechelt Arena - Sunshine Coast
Alan Sheppard Arena - McKenzie

482 stories - 851 Photos
325 stories – 524Photos
264 stories – 423 Photos

This bid is not over yet, so Sunshine Coast residents have been asked to keep visiting
the Facebook fan site and continue posting encouraging and/or positive words for the
bid.
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2) Sechelt - Arena
Spring Ice
User groups are rallying together in order to find enough usage to cover the $5000.00
operating costs for a four week Spring ice season. At the time of this report, the
combined youth and adult groups were approximately $1,500.00 short of the total.
Special Programs
Staff have approached local youth groups to partner for a „Come and Learn with Us‟
program during Spring Break. This program will give each participant a two hour
session including a skate lesson, hockey lesson and a speed skating lesson. The
objective of this program is to build partnerships and continued growth within our youth
user groups.
Staff have been working with schools setting up „Learn to Skate‟ programs with a
contract instructor during school hours. At the time of this report, four school groups
have signed up for the four lesson program. Each of these groups has approximately 40
participants, mainly primary students. Most of the Learn to Lessons have been held at
Sechelt, a few at GACC.
700

Sechelt Arena
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E.

SECHELT AQUATIC CENTRE

Aquatics


Thursday Night Twoonie admission from 7 – 9 p.m..
Attendance for Point of Sale admissions for this time fr a.m.e:
January 2009: 33
January 2010: 54
January 2011: 217
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Private Lessons: 4
Pool Rentals:
o Birthday parties – 7
o Scuba - 2
o Chinook Swim Club – 9
o Special Olympics – 8
Swim @ School Programs
o Seven school classes began the Red Cross Swim @ School Program.
5 Kinnickinnik, 1 Chataletch Life Skills, 1 Davis Bay and 1 L‟Ecole du Pacifique.
Junior Lifeguard Club
o 20 Children participating in 8 – 11 Year olds
o 13 Children participating in the 12 – 15 year olds
Home School Lessons
o 23 participants in 4 classes
Bronze Medallion
o Six participants
Guppies and GoldFish – New Program
o Guppies - cancelled by lack of registration
o Goldfish - Monday and Friday option cancelled due to lack of registration,
Wednesday option ran with minimum registration
Water Polo
o New session began January 11th on Tuesday‟s. Nine registered participants and
drop available
Learn to Dive
o 6 participants
Red Cross Swimming Lessons
New sessions began January 17th.
Monday and Wednesday - January 17 – February 9th
Tuesday Only - January 18 – March 8th
Thursday Only - January 20 – March 10th
Saturday Only - January 22 – March 12th
Registration Numbers to date
Participation Levels
Winter 2011
Number of Classes Offered
Number of Participants
Red Cross Swim Parented = 3
28
Red Cross Swim Preschool = 8
73
Red Cross Swim Kids 1/2/3/4 = 4
43
Red Cross Swim Kids 5/6/7 = 3
12
Red Cross Swim Kids 8/9/10 = 1
4
Total Number of Classes = 19
Total Participants = 160
Average Number of participants per class = 8.42
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Adult and Teen Learn to Swim
Sunday Mornings – 6 registered
Adult and Teen Stroke Improvement
Sunday Mornings – 5 registered

Aqua Fit Statistics:
January 2011
63 total classes =

1180 total participants

January 2010
63 Total classes =

1142 Total participants

January 2009
49 Total classes =

757 Total Participants

Patron Appreciation Social: January 18th. Coffee, tea and refreshments were offered in the
lobby for customers.
Child Minding
36 children participated in the service during January. The service was offered 12 days in
January.
Health and Wellness
Registered programs began in the later part of January
Classes Offered
Zumba
Spin
SSC Cycle Club
Zumba Toning
Yoga with Cara
Yoga for with Peg
Women‟s Circuit
Rosen Movement
T.A.C.T
(Teen Athletic Conditioning
Training)
Winter Wellness
Cleanse-Dr.Dawson
Kidney Disease Clinic
Fencing for Adults
Tribal Belly Dance
T‟ai Chi

3 classes offered
5 classes offered
2 classes offered
1 class offered
1 class offered
1 class offered
2 classes offered
1 class offered

23 registered / 47 drop in
42 registered / 21 drop in
25 drop in
Cancelled – No registration
9 registered / 1 drop in
5 registered / 2 drop in
15 registered
6 registered

3 classes

Cancelled due to no registrations

1 class offered
1 class offered
1 class offered
1 class
1 class

11 registered
2 registered
4 registered
Cancelled – Instructor illness
Cancelled due to low registration
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Dryland Drop in Fitness Statistics
January 2011

52 Classes =

725 participants

January 2010

51 Classes =

605 participants

January 2009

36 Classes =

515 participants

January 2008

22 Classes =

322 participants

Incidents/Accidents
13 incident/accidents were reported. None requiring Emergency Services
Staff


Aquatic Staff participated in a CPR Recertification and AED Skills assessment on
January 5th and January 8th.



Staff and public participated in the Great Shake Out at 10 a.m. on January 26th. Fire
alarms sounded for one minute. Staff in each area of the building spoke with patrons
regarding where and what could be expected in the event of an earthquake.
o 14 Birthday parties
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GIBSONS AQUATIC

Staff Training Sessions
Staff attended a scheduled Annual CPR Recertification and an AED 90 days
skills assessment at SAC On Jan 5 and 8th, 2011. Staff are now current with
their CPR certifications for another year.
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Rentals
The pool was rented on Jan 8, 15, 22, and 30, 2011. Total hours rented was 9.25
hours with attendance of 46
Special Events
January 26th, the participants of the 9 a.m. Aquafit class participated in the “Great
Shake Out”. At 9:55 a.m. participants placed themselves in various areas of the
facility. At 10 a.m. a whistle was blown to begin the shake out for one minute.
Participants felt this opportunity was useful and relevant.
Accident/Incident Reports:
GDAF had 3 minor accidents; all received minor first aid and were able to
resume their activities. One major accident involved a call to 9-1-1 for an
ambulance; the customer was having chest pain.
Swimming Lessons
Red Cross swim lessons are now in session from Jan 18 – Mar 12, 2011.
School District Lessons are in continuous progress through to June 2011.
Attendance for this month is 470
Attendance: Jan 1-31, 2011
Public Swims: 1,204
Aquatic Fitness: 657
School Board and Private Lessons: 470
Rentals: 392
Red Cross Registration Levels
Winter 2011
Number of Classes Offered
Red Cross Swim Parented = 1
Red Cross Swim Salamander =3
Red Cross Swim Sunfish = 3
Red Cross Swim Croc/Whale =3
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 1 =3
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 2 = 3
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 3 / 4 =3
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 5 / 6 = 3
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 7 / 8 = 2
Red Cross Swim Kids Level 9 /10 = 2

Number of Participants
7
14
10
7
10
6
18
10
9
2

Total Number of Classes = 26
Average Number of participants per class = 3.58

Total Participants = 93
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PENDER HARBOUR AQUATIC & FITNESS CENTRE
1) Aquatics
January Totals: Fitness: 541 (72 classes)
Total: 1603

Swim: 1062

Winter 2011 Program Activities: 129 Registered (Includes all levels of Red Cross and
Lifesaving Swim lessons; Zumba; Martial Arts; Gymnastics). Also included is the Pender
Harbour Secondary School Bronze Star swim program for the Grade 7‟s and Grade 8‟s.
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2) Fitness
Spring Program planning is well underway with the Pender Community Guide due to be mailed
out the week of March 7. Registration will begin March 14 with the session beginning week of
March 28. New programs in the planning stages include Belly Dancing; GAP (Group Active
Partnership, group personal training); Intensive Stretch Therapy Workshop; Gym Bugs.
3) Maintenance
Heat Pump system compressor was replaced but there are still some issues with respect to full
functioning of the system. The system is operating but is being monitored to correct some
areas.
One of the AC units in the fitness room was not functioning. Parts have been ordered and will
be repaired once received. This work is all under warranty.
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PARKS
Parks Division has given priority to the following:





Continued development of Community Parks Service Levels Study.
Safety and key maintenance activities being the priority of outdoor work.
Continuation of key capital projects.
Planning for 2011.

1) Area A
Klein Lake Campground




Unsafe float logs structures fronting campsites are being investigated.
Staff noted poorly constructed log floats for swimming/boating are located in front of
several of the waterfront campsites, which appear unsafe for public use. Staff have
contacted MOTAL for direction on how to best coordinate and resolve this matter - a
collaborative removal/replacement/signage progr a.m. is recommended by Parks
staff.

Sunshine Coast Recreation Corridor Trail Project (Kleindale - Pender Trail Link)






The trailhead parking lot in Earls Cove nears completion. The log picnic table, log
outhouse screen have been placed and only the Suncoaster Trail‟s main entrance
sign now needs to be hung under the log entry arch.
The main sign is being prepared for installation by outside parks staff.
The process of getting all the trail marker signs placed is still underway.
Four trail interpretive signs are still in process of being drafted.
Four trail key map signs are still in process of being updated.

Pender Harbour Lions Field




Repairs to field entrance gate.
Cleaned out basins.
Draft signage has been sent to SIGD for approval.

2) Area B




Tree clean-up at Circle trail.
Two danger trees topped (per arborist report).
Repaired lighting issues to exterior of Coopers Green hall and Fisherman‟s Rd.

3) Area D
General



Rock barricade placed at entrance of Lysander/Richards Rd connector trail.
Anti slip material was installed on Blackburn Trail Bridge.
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Anti slip material was installed at various bridges, catwalks and boardwalks.

Cliff Gilker



New directional signage installed throughout trail network.
Several blow down trees cleaned up and danger trees removed.

4) Area E
General


Boardwalk repairs to Sunnyside Trail

Ocean Beach Esplanade


Staff are working with the Ocean Beach Esplanade Advisory Committee to develop a
community based monitoring progr a.m. to track the progress of the two small “soft
engineering” installations along the shoreline of Chaster Park. The purpose of the
installations is to help grow the beach without compromising the sensitive ecology. If
the installations are successful then additional installations of the s a.m.e nature
could be forthcoming.

Frank West Hall



New energy efficient fixtures and bulbs installed
Repairs to gutter downspouts

5) Area F
General


Bench installed at Granthams Landing

Shirley Macey Park



Interpretive signage installed at the frog pond.
Lilly pad bench installed on view deck

Granthams Hall



Exit panic door hardware installed
Electrical panel has been boxed in
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DAKOTA RIDGE WINTER RECREATION AREA
Staff have been working with volunteer groomers and volunteer trail hosts to provide a
safe and enjoyable experience to visitors of the winter recreation area. Volunteer
groomers are on-site Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays as well as holidays. Volunteer
trail hosts meet and greet on Saturday, Sunday and holidays. Both groups are doing an
excellent job of keeping the area safe and fun. Volunteer efforts on Dakota Ridge form
an integral part of the Operations. The following is a breakdown of the yearly volunteer
time devoted to Dakota Ridge:
Estimated Annual Volunteer Hours at Dakota Ridge
Group

Notes

Hours

Volunteer Groomers

640

Volunteer Trail Hosts

384

Dakota Ridge
Advisory Committee

192

Dakota Ridge
Jackrabbits

900

Other (ad hoc work
from various
volunteer Groups)

Total Annual
Volunteer Hours

240

(8 hrs per shift) x (5 person shifts per
week) x (16 weeks)
(6 hours per shift) x (4 shifts per week)
x (16 weeks)
(6 meetings per year) x (8 persons per
meeting x 2 hours per meeting x 2
hours meeting prep
(25 volunteers) x (4 hours) x (7
sessions) + 200 hours admin time

Nationally Certified
Coaching Program
Teaching Children 4-12
yrs how to xcountry-ski)
Examples are:
Insulation of Warming
Hut in 2009 and Trail
Drainage Work Day in
2010

(10 volunteers) x (3 Sessions) x (8
hours)

3056

In addition to the hundreds of families who visit Dakota Ridge each month, the following
is a list of non-profit youth groups who visited Dakota Ridge in January and February:
Non-Profit Groups which utilized Dakota Ridge in January and February
# of Youth

# of Adult

Dakota Ridge Jackrabbits

50

30

# of Sessions
5 (with 2 more
sessions in March)

Sechelt Church Youth Group

20

5

1

25

Windermere Secondary
(Vancouver)

27

3

2 (with more
scheduled)

60

Sunshine Coast Cycling Club

12

5

4

68

Elphinstone Secondary

15

2

1

17

SC Alternative School

12

2

2

48

Organization
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10

5

2

30

149

52

17

648

Also, two of the SCRD sponsored recreation programs on Dakota Ridge - Women‟s
snowshoe program and the Discover Snowshoe Program were both full.
The road plowing contractor has been working with staff to keep the access road safe
while keeping within budget. Overall, the user response has been very positive to the
work that NB Contracting has been doing regarding clearing and maintaining the access
road.
Staff are working on an inventory of road repairs that need to take place after the rainy
season. As part of this process, BC Timber Sales will be contacted regarding potholes
adjacent to logging activities along the access road.
Dakota Ridge is excited to be part of a BC Nordic Marketing C a.m.paign which Citytv
Breakfast Television is hosting from February 14th-18th. Gift packages will be given away
every day including Dakota Ridge Day passes. This is an exciting opportunity for
increased exposure to our regional audience.
For local marketing in the month of February, several outdoor vendors have offered to
put Dakota Ridge leaflets (bag stuffers) into shoppers purchase bags.
As of February 11, 2011 the SCRD has collect $18,000 for the 2010-2011 ski season.
This is in contrast to $12,500 collected in the entire 2009-2010 ski season.
Additional initiatives on Dakota Ridge:



J.

Snow fencing installed along side of warming hut, and in other locations, to help
prevent/discourage access to dangerous areas.
Fee sign installed along access path from parking lot to warming hut.
Temporary toboggan area opened behind Warming Hut – very popular.

TRAILS & BICYCLE/WALKING PATHS
Construction of the bicycle/walking paths began in January with initial foundation/base
works completed on the Redrooffs section. The Gower Pt. section should have its
foundation/base work complete by the end of February with final paving of both sections
scheduled for early March. The Langdale section requires further discussion with BC
Ferries before commencement of works.
Staff have been working to develop a draft plan with budget for a progr a.m. to establish
bicycle parking at SCRD facilities and other popular community destinations.
Drainage ditch constructed – Roberts Creek bike path.
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FIRE MITIGATION PROGRAM
Under the guidance of the 2007 Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment Report, staff have
been preparing an inventory of the wildfire mitigation prescriptions for 2011. This grant
work is to be tendered out this spring and completed prior to the summer fire season.

L.

CEMETERY
Key activities have been:




Continuation of ongoing operations.
We have sold 5 burial plots and 3 cremation plots for 2011.
We have had 1 burial and 4 cremations to date for 2011.

(Note: clients are purchasing full burial plots for use as family cremation plots.)

M.

OTHER





All hall facilities have up to date Safety Data information Sheets posted.
All halls have new inspection report forms.
Monthly hall and playground inspections and maintenance requirements complete.
Monitoring of bicycle/walking path construction Redroofs Rd and Gower Point Rd.

H:\WP\2011\02\PARKS\REPORTS\Feb-Monthly-Report-Parks-Rec.docx
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 21, 2011

TO:

Corporate Services Committee – February 14th, 2011

FROM:

Sheane Reid – Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

UPDATE ON INVASIVE PLANT SPECIES PROJECT

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
the Parks Planning Coordinator’s report entitled Invasive Plants Species Project Report;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board
extend an invitation to the Coast Invasive Plant Committee to make a presentation to
Regional Board on the merits of the SCRD becoming a member of their Coastal Invasive
Plants Committee.
____________________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND
At the January 20th Community Services Committee the following recommendation was made:
Recommendation No. 4 - Invasive Plant Species
“The Community Services Committee recommended that staff provide a report on their
involvement in the Invasive Plant Species Project.”
Staff are not currently involved in any major Invasive Plant Species (IPS) Project, noting that
Coast Invasive Plant Committee (CIPC) recently hosted a community meeting (Oct. 2010) in
Sechelt to explore any interest in discussing common IPS issues and to identify the level of
interest in joining with or forming a regional invasive plant committee. SCRD elected
representatives and staff attended the meeting .
The Coastal Invasive Plant Committee is a registered non-profit society serving the geographic
areas of Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands and the Regional Districts of Powell River, Mount
Waddington and Strathcona, occurring on the Mainland coast. The CIPC's mandate is to
educate, promote cross-jurisdictional coordination, and assist land managers with their invasive
plant management objectives.
Though the SCRD currently does not partake in an IPS committee or have any direct budgetary
line item for IPS management, staff do provide preventative IPS practices within the park/trail
system, as the parks maintenance budget and staff time permit.
Due to the alarming spread of IPS, (existing and an ever going number of new invasive species
within the Georgia Basin) consideration should be given to the merits of collaborating with the
CIPC, other neighbouring Regional Districts and the five concerned provincial agencies.
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DISCUSSION
Issue and Situation on the Sunshine Coast
Invasive Plants Species are spreading through public and Crown lands at an alarming rate.
Invasive plants are spread through trade, travel, seed mixtures, revegetation, bird seed,
livestock, pets and humans. Second to habitat loss, IPS have been identified as the most
significant threat to biodiversity (World Conservation Union, 2004).
Invasive Pants situation on Sunshine Coast
On the Sunshine Coast there are IPS which extend beyond the capacity (e.g. Scotch Broom
and Himalayan Blackberry) for any realistic eradication response. The more realistic opportunity
is to now work in partnership and collaboration to remove more newly introduced IPS (e.g.
Japanese Knot Weed) which are still within the scope of the community to treat. Any realistic
IPS program requires partnerships and in particular collaboration with other regional efforts,
namely the Lower Mainland, Powel River and Vancouver Island.
SCRD Contribution
Incremental IPS removal steps are taking place within the SCRD, but without the benefit of a
larger more coordinating IPSs Program. The SCRD does:
• Retains no pesticide use policy;
• Forwards standard IPS comments within the provincial land use application referral
process;
• Parks removes IPS as staff time and resources permit – a very limited amount of IPS
removal actually takes place by Parks other than very noxious species (e.g. Giant Hog
Weed);
• Considering making IPS goal statements within its Sustainability/OCP and
subdivision/rezoning processes.
Regional Efforts and Coordination
There are at least five provincial ministries involved with IP management along with the Coast
Invasive Plant Committee – a not for profit society. These agencies are all primarily concerned
with IPS on Crown land, private land and enforcement and education/outreach partnering. Most
currently, and of particular interest, CIPC hosted a, “Sunshine Coast Stakeholders Meeting” Oct
28th, 2010), to increase awareness of invasive plant issues and to coordinate management
approaches along the Sunshine Coast. The primary purpose of the meeting was to indentify
levels of interest in joining or forming a regional invasive plant committee – contact: Melissa
Noel, CIPC Coordinator at info@coastalinvassiveplants.com

First Steps Toward a IPS Program would consider:
• Information Collection … staff reporting, CIPC presentation
• Establishing Partnerships … engaging the challenge through collaborations
o Regional programs
o Local partnerships
• Annual Budgetary Considerations
o Remember that invasive plants can come back
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o Partners move forward with committed partners
Review of Practices
o Public lands, roadways, trails
o Private lands
Prioritizing IP Threats and Risks
Establishing Practices that Prevent the Introduction of or Spread of IPS
Providing Invasive Plant Program Tools
o Organizations leading by example
Education/Outreach (e.g. Webpage Information, Presentations, Events, Newsletters)
o Community Weed Pulls (e.g. Sunshine Coast Broom Brash)
o Inventory and Removal Programs (e.g. Highways, Utility Corridor, Trails)
Monitoring, Reporting, Information Sharing
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Development of a Pest Management Plan
Application Number: MOT IP PMP -2011
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, South Coast Region
7818— Sixth Street, Burnaby, B.C.,V3N 4N8
Attention: Amber Smith
Telephone: 604-660-0339 Fax: 604-660-2181
Email: amber.mtsmith@gov.bc.ca
—

-

The purpose of the proposed Pest Management Plan (PMP) is to control invasive
plants and/or noxious weeds on provincial Crown land in the South Coastal
Mainland of B.C. including areas within or adjacent to high-risk sites (e.g. ecologically
important natural areas), along transportation corridors, resource tenures, gravel
pits and recreational sites. The PMP applies to areas located within the Metro
Vancouver Regional District, the Fraser Valley Regional District, the Southwest half
of the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District inclusive of Squamish but not including
Llllooet and the lower portion of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in the vicinity
of Sechelt.
The pest management methods proposed for use include manual/mechanical and
cultural methods, biological control agents and the use of pesticides within the area
to which the PMP applies. The common name and trade name of the pesticides
proposed for use under this plan include: glyphosate (e.g. Vantage Plus Max),
triclopyr (e.g. Garlon Ultra), aminopyralid (e.g. Milestone), acetic acid (e.g. Ecoclear)
and chondrostereum purpureum (e.g. Chontrol Peat Paste) Selective application
methods include: cut and paint or inject, backpack or ATV foliar spraying, wick-on,
basal bark, squirt bottle and stem injection.
The proposed duration of the PMP is from April 1, 2011 to March 31, 2016

Copies of the proposed PMP and maps of the proposed treatment areas may be
reviewed at the Ministry ofTransportation and Infrastructure South Coast Regional

Office, 7818 Sixth Street, Burnaby, B.C., V3N 4N8 or online at:
httpJ/www.th.gov.bc.ca/invasiveplant/.
-

A person wishing to contribute information about a proposed treatment
site, relevant to the development of the Pest Management Plan, may send
copies of the information to the applicant at the address above within
30 days of the publication of this notice.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
The Bt Puce , Rrth

-

-

-

,

4’:.
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DATE:

February

TO:

Community Services Committee- February

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Animal Control 2010 Year-end Statistics

th,
24

2011

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the Animal Control Statistics for 2010.

BACKGROUND

Four years of data is represented in this report.
Staffing for this function had been reduced to four days per week as part of the 2010
budget and continues to be four days per week for 2011.
Bar graphs show where the activity has taken place over the last four years, (the top
bars for each area are 2010 followed by 2009, 2008 and 2007 respectively).
The Director for Area F has requested during the Round 1 Budget review a breakdown
of Animal Control calls for service comparing the number of calls on the islands versus
calls on the mainland for Area F. This information is captured on Sheet #2.
2011 Ri Area contributions to the Animal Control function [290] are also attached.
These figures while first round only, indicate the Area by Area contributions for the
service.

Respectfully submitted
Peter longhi

H:\WP\201 1 \Building Department\REPORTS 201 1\animal control stats 201 O.docx
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 10th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee- February 24th, 2011

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Bylaw Enforcement Notification (BEN) Workshop

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives the
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the BEN workshop;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee forwards recommendations on more
reports needed or desired decisions to the SCRD Board for approval.

BACKGROUND
Directors, SCRD staff and invited attendees from the Town of Gibsons were engaged in
a BEN workshop on February 3rd, 2011.
The focus of the workshop was to assess where the Regional District presently stood
with regard to progress towards potential implementation of a graduated BEN program,
what issues needed additional review and what next steps remained to move potential
BEN implementation along.
Attached are the notes from this meeting for Director’s review in preparation for giving
staff direction.

Where requested, staff will report back to the March Community Services Committee
meeting.
Respectfully submitted,

Peter Longhi

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\BEN workshop
report.docx
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
Bylaw Enforcement Notification System Workshop
February 3, 2011

NOTES FROM A BYLAW ENFORCEMENT NOTIFICATION SYSTEM WORKSHOP HELD IN
THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES, 1975
FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT:

ALSO PRESENT:

Chair

D. Shugar

Directors

B. Janyk
L. Lewis
G. Nohr
L. Turnbull
B. Wilbee

GM Community Services
GM Infrastructure Services
Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager
Manager of Legislative Services
SCRD Animal Control
SCRD Bylaw Enforcement
Town of Gibsons, Acting CAO
Town of Gibsons, Bylaw Enforcement
Admin. Assistant Community Services/
Recorder

P. Fenwick
B. Shoji
P. Longhi
A. Legault
B. Rice
S. Spurgeon
R. Beauchamp
S. Booth
L. Edstrom

CALL TO ORDER 9:10 a.m.
INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made.
AGENDA

The Agenda was accepted.

•

The Purpose of this meeting is to discuss the Bylaw Enforcement Notification System
(BEN): where we are to date; what issues need to be reviewed; and, what the next steps
involve.

•

The Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager’s report to the December 2010
Community Services Committee was distributed.
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Where are we to date
• A selected number of bylaws and infractions have been identified by the Board for
potential BEN application
• A Provincial Order in Council has approved the SCRD for implementing the BEN
system, (November 30th 2010)
• A draft fine fee schedule has been produced, (emulating the MTI Bylaw fine schedule)
• Screening officer policy has been drafted
• Dispute process and operations policy has been considered
• Fine collection process has been discussed
• Progressive enforcement letters have been revised and are a work in progress
• Public process to discuss the system has been undertaken in three venues
What issues need further review
• Roster agency referral process
• Qualifications of Adjudicators - external and potential SCRD
• Other - screening process and safeguards, policy, and use of MTI vs. BEN
What the next steps could involve
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draft a Board Policy surrounding the application of the BEN system, (in progress)
Create a BEN Bylaw referencing the ticket schedules under MTI
Register with a Roster Agency and set adjudicator list with them
Acquiring a tracking system for tickets (current review of a number of software systems)
Training the enforcement officers (training in house)
Training the screening officer (training in house)
Prepare a communications plan ready for deployment (public relations officer to consult
on media plan).
• Set up the budget and accounting processes with Finance (collection and distribution of
ticket revenue to various functions)
• Approval from the Board to proceed with BEN
DISCUSSION
Rick Beauchamp, Acting CAO for the Town of Gibsons, provided information on his experience
with the BEN adjudication process and provided an overview of the successes and challenges he has
experienced regarding BEN.
•

BEN was modelled on a system from England who now have a 95% success rate on
collections. North Vancouver municipalities have piloted the project. Under the MTI system
of 44,000 tickets, 1100 went to the court system. Staff time costs were between $400 and
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•

600 per ticket. They now have only 100 sent to adjudication. Under BEN they have the legal
ability to cancel tickets (subject to policy) and have a compliance agreement as a tool to
reduce the ticket amount. City of Vancouver and Victoria are now adopting the BEN system.

•

Director Turnbull - Has concerns about fairness and the administrative procedure. She is not
satisfied with the minimum qualification requirements for adjudicators. What mechanism is
there if someone does not agree with a ticket they receive? Civil liberties come into question
if the only recourse is the Supreme Court to dispute a ticket. Where are the safety
mechanisms?

•

Rick Beauchamp - An education process and a corporate philosophy needs to be adopted.
This system provides a 14 day window to challenge a ticket. The screening officer would
interview the party and determine if the ticket is valid and could cancel the ticket in some
circumstances. The only mechanism for appeal is the courts. A written report can be sent to
the adjudicator rather than staff attending in court. Due process is up to each jurisdiction.

•

Peter Longhi - Noted the screening officer process is an important step prior to the
adjudication process. The screening officer can make recommendations.

•

Sue Booth - Her screening officer at the Town of Gibsons is the Chief Building Inspector and
others.

•

Lee Turnbull - Concern that the screening process be objective and fair and possibly from
outside the organization.

•

Paul Fenwick - Noted there is a huge amount of work changing from one system to another.
If Directors have reservations, the pilot project could be deferred. Suggested that the SCRD
screening officer could be the Town of Gibsons and vice versa, subject to agreement.

•

Rick Beauchamp - A staff person can be appointed as a screening officer. They could cancel
a ticket if appropriate. The issue could go to a screening officer for review and determine if
the ticket is valid. The new system has flexibility to deal with people versus the current
system. Under legislation a surcharge fee can be implemented to those going to
adjudications which could be a deterrent in moving forward. An adjudicator can make a
determination to uphold the ticket or cancel.

•

Lorne Lewis - Feels this may be good for government but not for the taxpayer. The
philosophy in rural areas has been is live and let live.

•

Peter Longhi - The adjudication process decides on the validity of a ticket. An SCRD policy
could determine terms of payment where tickets apply.

•

Lee Turnbull - Likes the idea of a second neutral screening process. What about a mediation
- each element of the process needs to be looked at and needs to be fair. Mediation means
having a neutral person.
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•

Rick Beauchamp - Regarding the 14 day clause - if someone has been out of town when a
ticket is issued and ticket can be re written and the process explained. This can be set out in
an overall policy and philosophy -- the option is not available under MTI.

•

Garry Nohr - Feels that the public needs to be shown that there is a system that works, noting
there would be few consistent violators.

•

Sue Booth - They do not give out tickets until a last resort. Feels it is good to have both BEN
and MTI in place. The Town has had BEN since November 19, 2010 and have since then
issued 10 BEN tickets and 100 % have complied compared to only 36% the previous year.

•

Peter Longhi - Regarding the screening officer policy staff can work with the Board to
develop this.
.
Donna Shugar - Need for an overriding policy and philosophy which will direct staff and an
explanation of compliance agreement. Needs to see an agreed to policy before signing on to
BEN.

•

•

Lee Turnbull - Agrees with Donna. Does not want to see the Board as a watchdog. Does a
citizen have the choice of BEN or MTI.? Need for safety and oversight.

•

Rick Beauchamp - With respect to civil issues, bylaw officers are trained to deal with the
public. The BEN system is flexible. It is important to have a philosophy.

•

Lorne Lewis - Favours a system where the approving officer is outside of the organization.

•

Barrie Wilbee - Feels the process as outlined on page 11 of the staff report is a process that
could work for more diversely settled areas. He noted the Sunshine Coast is evolving, people
are moving in and we are in transition. We need a policy and a step process, possibly using a
couple of bylaws as test cases and then get feedback. We need time to sell to public and get
some tools to move forward with compliance.

•

Donna Shugar - Care should be taken in how bylaws are written. Suggested looking at the
infractions list chosen by the Board. Simplify the pilot project.

•

Garry Nohr - He is concerned about a person without funds to pay a ticket. He is prepared to
put forward BEN in Halfmoon Bay.

•

Lee Turnbull - Feels we have made good process today: need to draft a policy as a
framework; look as the previously agreed to infractions list; a second screening is good; give
the public a choice of MTI or BEN if possible; higher standards for adjudicators; need to
look at minimum level.

•

Lorne Lewis - We are ahead of other rural areas.
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•

Sue Booth - Agrees that the SCRD should do BEN - they could share an adjudicator.
Suggested attending an adjudication hearing in North Vancouver to see it work.

•

Donna Shugar - Is it only the Bylaw Officer that decides on MTI or BEN? Barry Janyk
stated that at the Town does not interfere with the Bylaw Officer.

•

Barb Rice - Noted that MTI goes to a justice of the peace who are not judges.

•

Lee Turnbull - The problem is the minimum standards - there is no control once it goes to
the adjudicator.

•

Barry Janyk - BEN works well for the Town of Gibsons. He feels there is fair recourse.
Bylaw needs the tools to enforce. He has comfort with the new system.

•

Lee Turnbull - Would like to see a draft policy. Have an investigation as to how much
leeway to design an appeal process. Look into embedding into bylaws a qualification
standard.

•

Rick Beauchamp - As for qualifications, there is a standard and a process by the Attorney
General’s office. A contract must be approved by the Attorney General’s office.

•

Garry Nohr - Staff need a chance to prepare reports. Other areas have gone through the
process. We can readjust the policy as it moves forward.

•

Barb Rice - She has trouble enforcing bylaws. Need to move forward on BEN.

•

Rick Beauchamp - 144 municipalities and regional districts in BC have signed up for BEN.

•

Sue Spurgeon - Wants something for when they are not able to enforce.

•

Paul Fenwick - Suggested the notes of the workshop go to the February 24th Community
Services Committee meeting and Directors be requested to pass resolutions seeking specific
information or draft policies together with any directions on next steps.

•

Donna Shugar - Need to build safeguards into what we do to make sure of fairness,
compassion and justice are written in to ensure civil liberties of the public. Need a new
version of letters and a descriptor of what a compliance agreement is.

•

Barry Janyk - We may be able to get draft policies from other constituencies.

•

Peter Longhi - He noted the information in his staff report has been taken from other
municipalities and is subject to amendments.

•

Barrie Wilbee - There needs to be a high level of review of processes and policy.
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Paul Fenwick - An overall report card could be done after one year. Peter Longhi could
prepare monthly reports.

ADJOURNMENT 10:55 am
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SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEE
January 26, 2011

DRAFT MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT THE SCRD OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT,
BC

PRESENT:

Chair, SCEP Coordinator
Amateur Radio
Amateau Radio
BCAS
BCAS
BCAS
CKAY
District of Sechelt
Emergency Social Services
Fire Departments - Gibsons Fire Chief
- Roberts Creek Fire Chief
- Sechelt Fire Chief
Informatin Officer
MOE Parks & Protected Areas
Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure
School District No. 46
Search and Rescue
Sechelt Indian Band
VCH / Coast Guard
VCH Medical Health Officer

Bill Elsner
Barry Yee
Don Pendergast
Ray Mcclean
Tonya Stephan
Sheree Haydu
Sean Eckford
Bruce Haynes
Marilyn Pedersen
Bob Stevens
Bruce Searle
Bill Higgs
Celia Garcia
Ryan Elphick
Kirsten Fagervik
Stewart Hercus
Harry Almond
Howard Joe
Tim Adams
Dr. Paul Martiquet

ALSO PRESENT:

Admin. Assistant, Community Services

Lynda Edstrom

CALL TO ORDER

3:00 pm

INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made.

AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted.
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MINUTES
Bill Higgs / Marilyn Pedersen
THAT the minutes of the meeting held December 1, 2010 be adopted.
CARRIED
REPORTS
The Great BC Shakeout
A Province-wide earthquake drill was held today at 10:00 a.m. with approximately 500,000
participating. Participants on the Sunshine Coast were: Vancouver Coastal Health, School District
46 Schools, SCRD, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, Sechelt Volunteer Fire
Department, District of Sechelt and Emergency Social Services. The District of Sechelt and the
SCRD held debriefing sessions with staff following the drill.
Tabletop Exercise
A Tabletop Exercise was held. The scenario was as follows:
It is a Friday morning in early September. The community is going about its daily routines –
children are hopping on the school bus, businesses are opening for the day. As the weather
has been relatively mild, many people are taking the day off to be outside.
At 0927 hours, a magnitude 7.3 earthquake occurs with an epicentre approximately 20 km
outside of the community. The earthquake lasts 10 seconds, followed shortly thereafter by a
30 second aftershock.
Once the shaking subsides, people check themselves for injuries and start assisting those
around them. There are many people with minor injuries that require help.
A quick walk around the community shows some areas have been heavily damaged, whereas
other parts of the community have come through relatively unscathed. About half of the
buildings show some damage, although most of the impact is minor.
Several older masonry buildings have experienced structural failure. People in the area are
claiming that some individuals are still trapped in the buildings. Fire, police and ambulance
have yet to arrive on the scene.
Reports are that many roadways in the area are not passable due to debris, downed
powerlines and damaged bridges. Electrical and phone service in the areas is also
intermittent.
It is now 1005 hours and an Incident Command Post has been established to direct the site
response activities.
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The following questions were asked:
1. Will the EOC activate?

Yes

2. What level?

Three

3. What role will the EOC play?
Communications, allocation of resources, site support, activate emergency plan, declare State
of Local Emergency, possible fuel and food rationing etc.
4. Where will the EOC be located? SCRD offices Field Road
5. Who will report to the EOC?
Representative from Vancouver Coastal Health, Coast Guard Auxiliary, School District 46,
Fire Dept., Search and Rescue, BC Ambulance and Emergency Social Services; 3 from
radio communications, Information Officer or alternate, CKAY representative for briefings,
Emergency Coordinator (Bill Elsner) and Deputy Emergency Coordinator(Bruce Haynes),
RCMP.
6. How will your agency communicate with the EOC?
VHF Radio
Portable repeaters if other communicantions down

Agency Reports
Ryan Elphick, BC Parks - On February 13th an Avalanche Awareness event will be held at
Dakota Ridge. He will forward the information the Bill Elsner for advertising. Dr Sparrow
suggested the event be videoed.
Chief Bill Higgs, Sechelt Fire Department - Seven members are off with the flu at present and is
having a significant impact on the number of volunteers available for response.
Dr. Nick Sparrow, St. Mary’s Hospital - he is seeing a number of flu cases at the hospital.
Stuart Hercus, SD46 - Noted that up to 10% of students are out with the flu.
Tim Adams, VCH - He said that Dr. Martiquet has noted the flu season is light overall.
Bill Elsner, Emergency Program Coordinator - The RCMP has donated an inflatable 9 ft.
zodiac. It is located in the Search and Rescue Building at the SCRD offices on Field Road.
Marilyn Pedersen, ESS - The Canadian Red Cross is looking for recovery teams on the Sunshine
Coast. Please contact Marilyn for information.
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First Responder Program Cuts
Bill Elsner stated that the Province has cut funding for First Responder training and
instructor/evaluator programs. Bill noted he is the only First Responder Instructor on the coast.
This instructor training was previously done by the Justice Institute. Bill noted this is a potentially
serious situation in that first responder licenses need to be renewed through this training. If a first
responder is not licensed (Emergency Medical Assistants Licensing Board) they do not have the
legal authority to help the public.
Bill noted that the Egmont Fire Department members are not licensed. Dr. Sparrow noted he will
provide members with some medical training.
It was suggested that the SCRD Board forward a letter to the Hon. Colin Hansen, Minister of
Health Services on this issue. It was also suggested that the SCRD Board forward a resolution to
the next UBCM on this issue.

Recommendation No. 1

Funding for the First Responder Program

The Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee recommends to the SCRD
Board to forward a letter to the Hon. Colin Hansen, Minister of Health Services and copied
to the Union of BC Municipalities and the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning
Committee, stating:
THAT due to the cancellation of funding by the Emergency Health Services Commission for
the First Responder Program, the Sunshine Coast Fire Departments will soon lose their
ability to respond to medical emergencies in support of the BC Ambulance Service. The
result will be a significant and detrimental effect on the delivery of pre-hospital care and
public safety;
AND THAT Fire Departments are now required to become Authorized Training Providers in
order to access First Responder course materials, deliver student instruction and
instructor/evaluator training updates. It should be noted that Fire Departments have
provided First Responders at no cost to patients or the B C Ambulance Service (BCAS) and
therefore have aided a fully funded agency (BCAS) in order to improve patient care and
reduce pre-hospital response times;
AND FURTHER THAT given property tax pressures to fund volunteer fire departments the
SCRD Board requests that funding to train First Responders and Instructors be reinstated
and given the highest priority by the Ministry.

NEXT MEETING
February 23, 2011

ADJOURNMENT 4:10 p.m.
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"Z"
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

February 15, 2011
Community Services Committee (February 24, 2011)
Paul Fenwick, General Manager, Community Services Department
Additional Economic Development Information

Recommendation(s)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the staff report entitled
Additional Economic Development Information.

Background
The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee (Round 2 Budget) passed the
following recommendation on February 14, 2010:
“THAT Michael McLaughlin be requested to report back before Round 3 with
more substantial information on the intelligence cluster project;
AND THAT Mr. McLaughlin clarify that the $25,000 paid by Areas E and F
included the intelligence cluster project.”

Discussion
Attached is a report from Best Coast Initiatives dated February 16, 2011 entitled:
“Additional Information for 2011 Economic Development Budget” as requested.
Regarding the second part of the Board’s request, we are informed: “our internal partners
fund core costs, i.e. time spent on ISC.” Disbursement costs of ISC are funded by the
external partners—the core portion is higher.

______________________________
Paul Fenwick, General Manager
Community Services Department
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February 16, 2011
Paul Fenwick
General Manager, Community Services
Sunshine Coast Regional District
RE: Additional information for 2011 economic development budget
Dear Mr. Fenwick:
This is a reply to your request for additional information on 2011 project budget
proposals.
1. China outreach project
I can’t add to what is provided in our earlier report that you took before the Board. We
have a multi-partner initiative, good connection channels and a very small budget
request ($1000). Private sector partners are contributing $3000. Our plan is to provide
an attractive information package about the Sunshine Coast’s tourism products and
investment opportunities.
2. Intelligence Services Cluster
The ISC portal has been online for five weeks. Initially, recruitment was very slow.
Following a story in the Coast Reporter, membership rose from 14 to 45 in one week.
Since then, recruitment has slowed. We have dozen of accolades from those who have
joined, saying that this site is long over-due and of value for business growth and
development.
It is clear that our problem is getting news of the portal to the hundreds of businesses
that qualify. We knew that would difficult from the beginning. Our three-phase plan for
developing the cluster included a publicity drive in Phase Two. That is where we are
now.
Our recruitment marketing plan will include newspaper advertising and paying a
contractor to assemble email contacts of candidate ISC business. The latter was the
only effective method that procured 60 surveys of ISC businesses in Phase One. Our
budget for this is $2000.
We will market the cluster across Canada by emailing information on the ISC, including
a link to the portal. Firms that have a need for information technology services,
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marketing, graphics, website construction, architectural and engineering design, etc will
be our targets. We need to retain an individual to compose a list of targets and then
email the information. Our budget for this is $2000.
The portal was built for a scant $3600. It assembled information and web technologies
from several sources. The portal’s operation needs improvement. In addition, we wish
to add features such as a polling capability, social life page and an
apprenticeship/mentoring section. The budget for this work is a scant $3000. In
contrast, the proposed budget for the Youth Attraction and Retention website is
$27,000. We are operating on a shoestring.
As an indication of the how innovative the ISC project is, I report the following.
 I am invited to make a presentation on the ISC project at a BC Rural Secretariat
conference in April.
 The University of Vancouver Island has recruited me to deliver an ISC webinar to
government officials and economic development professionals in March.
This project is at the leading edge of rural economic development and needs to be
nurtured with the modest funds that I request.
3. Sunshine Coast Investment Attraction Website
A site of this type must be updated frequently with information about activities in the
business community, accomplishments of BCI, our Chambers of Commerce and other
economic development organizations. New investment opportunities must be posted.
Without these updates, the site becomes stale and loses effectiveness. Every addition
costs money. Our budget for this is $2000.
I hope these clarifications show the need for these minimal investments in our economic
development projects.
Yours truly,

Michael C. McLaughlin
Economic Development Coordinator
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